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Collective agreement for the private 
social services sector 
made between the Finnish Association of Private Care Providers and Sosiaali- ja ter-
veysalan neuvottelujärjestö Sote ry, the Trade Union for the Public and Welfare Sec-
tors JHL, the Union of Professional Social Workers Talentia and Sosiaalipalvelualan 
allianssi Salli.

Section 1 Scope of the agreement 

This agreement is applicable to employees working for the social sector 
service units of the member companies of the Finnish Association of Priva-
te Care Providers. This agreement does not, however, apply to: 

A company’s management, the heads of independent departments 
and people in equivalent supervisory positions who represent the 
employer in the determination of the terms of the employment rela-
tionship of employees covered by the scope of this collective agree-
ment. 

This refers to members of the company’s management, heads of in-
dependent departments and other people in equivalent supervisory 
positions whose principal duties include acting as the employer’s re-
presentative. 

Section 2 Management and division of work as well as right of 
association 

1.  The employer has the right to supervise and divide work as well as to hire 
and dismiss employees. 

2.  The right of association is mutually inviolable. 

Section 3 Start of employment relationship 

1. A trial period that is at maximum six months long may be agreed on at the 
beginning of an employment relationship; during the time of the trial period, 
the employment contract may be terminated without a period of notice by 
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either party. In a fixed-term employment relationship of less than 12 mon-
ths, the trial period may be at most half of the duration of the employment 
contract. 

If an employee has been absent from work during the trial period 
due to an incapacity for work or a family leave, the employer has the 
right to extend the trial period by a month for each 30-day calendar 
period included in the period of incapacity for work or family leave. 
The employer must inform the employee of the trial period’s exten-
sion prior to its end.

2. Employment contracts are made in writing. However, a fixed-term emplo-
yment relationship that lasts for no more than a week may also be agreed 
on orally, provided that the employee is notified of the duration of the emp-
loyment relationship and the regular working hours in writing.

 3. Fixed-term employment contracts can be made for a justified reason as re-
ferred to in the Employment Contracts Act. 

3.1 The duration of a fixed-term employment contract may not, without a jus-
tified reason, be made for a shorter period of time than what the fixed-term 
need for workforce known to the employer is with regard to the work in ques-
tion. 

3.2 A work shift schedule in accordance with chapter 6(8) of this collective 
agreement will be drawn up for fixed-term employee. 

3.3 If an employer and employee have entered into several consecutive fixed-
term employment contracts without interruptions or with only short-term in-
terruptions in between, the employment relationship is considered, in terms 
of the determination of employment benefits, to have been valid continuously 
as referred to in Chapter 1, section 5 of the Employment Contracts Act. 

Section 4 End of employment relationship 

1. When the employer terminates an employment contract valid until further 
notice, the following periods of notice shall apply, depending on the durati-
on of the employment relationship: 
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0–1 year(s) 14 days 
more than 1–4 year(s) 1 month 
more than 4–8 years 2 months 
more than 8–12 years 4 months 
more than 12 years 6 months

When an employee terminates an employment contract valid until further 
notice, the period of notice is 14 days when the employment relationship 
has lasted for a maximum of five years and a month when it has lasted mo-
re than five years. 

The period of notice begins to run on the day following the  
termination. 
Example: An employment relationship subject to a 14-day period of  
notice is terminated on 13 January. The employment relationship’s  
final date of validity is 27 January.

When counted in months, the employment relationship ends on the 
same day (in terms of the number of days in a month) as on which 
the relationship was terminated. If there is no equivalent day, the 
employment relationship ends at the end of the month.

Example: An employment relationship subject to a two-month pe-
riod of notice is terminated on 13 January. The employment rela-
tionship’s final date of validity is 13 March.

Example: An employment relationship subject to a one-month pe-
riod of notice is terminated on 31 August. The employment relation-
ship’s final date of validity is 30 September.

2. A fixed-term employment relationship ends without a period of notice at the 
end of the agreed period of work. 

Section 5 Wages

 1. The signatory organisations agree on the bases for wages, salaries and 
their payment in a separate protocol. 

2. Unless otherwise agreed with the employer, salaries are paid to the finan-
cial institution indicated by the employee, where they must be available for 
withdrawal by the employee on the due date. When the salary falls due on 
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a date when financial institutions are closed, the closest preceding date is 
considered the due date. 

Section 6 Working hours 

Working hours comply with the provisions of the Working Hours Act, subje-
ct to the following: 

Length of regular working hours 

Dropping the increase in working hours pursuant to the Competitiveness Pact:

The 30-minute addition to weekly working hours based on the Competitive-
ness Pact will be abandoned as of 31 August 2020 or the beginning of the 
work shift schedule taking effect closest to said date. Until such time, the 
working hours pursuant to the previous collective agreement apply.

General working hours 

1. As of 31 August 2020 or the beginning of the work shift schedule taking ef-
fect closest to this date, an employee’s regular working hours in work other 
than office or period-based work are, at maximum, 8 hours a day and 38 
hours 20 minutes a week. 

1.b. Working hours can also be arranged in such a way that they are, 
at maximum, 8 hours a day and 40 hours a week. This requires the 
employee’s annual working hours to be reduced, as of September 
2020, by 7 hours for each such month of working for which the emp-
loyee is paid a full salary for the work in question for every day of the 
month or which includes a maximum of three unpaid days. 

The time off is granted during the next six months following to the  
accumulation period or even later, if agreed, and it will be notified of  
two weeks in advance.

Office working hours 

2. As of 31 August 2020 or the beginning of the work shift schedule taking ef-
fect closest to this date, an employee’s regular working hours in office work 
are, at maximum, 7 hours 40 minutes a day and 37.5 hours a week. 
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2.b. Workplaces which have applied shorter office working hours 
than the previous 37.5 hours a week will abandon the 30-minute ad-
dition to weekly working hours as of 31 August 2020 or the beginning 
of the work shift schedule taking effect closest to this date and re-
turn to the former working hours. Any summer working hours shorter 
than normal working hours, however, will be abandoned as of 1 Ju-
ne 1994. Local agreements can be made on summer working hours 
or on extending office working hours to a maximum of 37.5 hours. 

Extending working days by an hour 

3. Daily maximum working hours may be, in work pursuant to subsections 
1 and 2 and subject to prior agreement, temporarily extended by an hour. 
This requires the working hours to be adjusted to the applicable maximum 
weekly working hours during the reference period. 

Period-based working hours 

4. As of 31 August 2020 or the beginning of the work shift schedule taking effe-
ct closest to this date, an employee’s regular working hours in period-based 
work as referred to in section 7 of the Working Hours Act – such as in early 
childhood education services requiring night work and social services ope-
rating for the major part of a day – are, at maximum, 10 hours a day and, in 
night shifts, 12 hours a day, and 38 hours 20 minutes a week. 

In emergency duty-like period-based work, in which the employee  
usually has a chance for rest during the shift, the maximum length 
of the shift may be longer, as long as the daily rest periods pursuant 
to section 25 of the Working Hours Act are met. 

Minimum length of a shift 

5. Inappropriately short shifts are to be avoided. Shifts lasting less than four 
hours are not to be used at a workplace unless an employee’s needs or so-
me other justified reason attributable to work – such as the short duration 
of the work or need for workforce – so requires. 

Clause concerning varying working hours

6. A clause concerning varying working hours refers to a working hours arran-
gement in which:
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1. an employee’s working hours during a specified period of time 
vary, on the basis of agreement, according to the work offered by 
the employer, between the minimum and maximum amount pursu-
ant to the employment contract, or 

2. an employee agrees or, based on the circumstances, can be sho-
wn to have agreed to perform work for the employer when called to 
do so separately 
a) without minimum working hours, or  
b) according to part-time working hours, which the realised working 
hours during a 12-month monitoring period materially exceed. 

Varying working hours may not be agreed on at the employer’s initiative if 
the employer’s need for workforce covered by the agreement is fixed. 

Any minimum working hours included in a clause concerning varying wor-
king hours may not, when agreed on at the employer’s initiative, fall below 
what the employer’s need for workforce requires. 

If the realised working hours over the past 12 months indicate that the 
agreed minimum working hours are not equal to the employer’s actual need 
for workforce, the employer must, at the request of the employee, negotiate 
on changing the clause to reflect the actual need. 

Unless otherwise mutually agreed, the clause on minimum working hours 
must be defined according to the average of realised working hours over 
the past 12 months. However, the minimum working hours do not need to 
be redefined if the realised working hours deviate, on average, from the mi-
nimum working hours agreed on in the employment contract by no more 
than four hours a week. If the employer can show, in writing and with jus-
tifiable grounds, the future need for workforce to be something other than 
the realised average, the clause on minimum working hours will be defined 
accordingly.

Use of work shift schedules 

7. Regular weekly working hours can also be organised in such a way that 
they are, on average, the aforementioned. This requires a work shift schedu-
le to have been prepared in advance for the work concerning the period of 
time during which the weekly regular working hours adjust to the average in 
question. The length of the reference period is 3–6 weeks. 
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Application instructions: 
Work shift schedules must be planned for full calendar weeks.

In other than period-based work the working hours may not, during any 
week of the reference period, exceed 48 hours. When applying a six-week 
reference period in period-based work, the working hours may not exceed 
126 hours during the first or second three-week period. 

8. A work shift schedule of the work shifts is prepared in advance for the re-
ference period. This work shift schedule must be made available to the 
employees well in advance and no later than a week before the relevant 
schedule becomes applicable. Work shift schedules may be changed only 
by agreement or due to unforeseen changes in the conditions in which the 
employer is having work done. In the latter situation, the employer should 
also seek to agree on the changes and inform the employee of such chan-
ges as soon as possible. 

Application instructions:  
Any changes made to a confirmed work shift schedule must be ma-
de available and, on request, subsequently verifiable within statutes 
of limitation.  

9. In period-based work, employees may not be assigned more than five conse-
cutive night shifts in the work shift schedule, after which they must be given 
a continuous break of at least 24 hours. In addition to five consecutive night 
shifts, an employer may nevertheless, as an exception, have an employee 
work no more than two night shifts as additional work or overtime, subject to 
the employee’s separate consent for each of those shifts. 

Rest periods 

10. The regular working hours of a 24-hour period are to be organised in such 
a way that, unless there is a justified reason for some other procedure, 
the working hours are uninterrupted apart from a 30-minute meal break. 
Hour-long meal breaks can be agreed locally. If an employee can leave the 
workplace during the meal break, the meal break is not counted as working 
hours.

If the employee does not have the opportunity to leave the workplace, they 
are entitled to a meal break of at least 20 minutes during working hours. 

Meal breaks are to be organised, at a minimum, for working days that last 
for more than 5 hours. 
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11.  Employees are provided with the chance for a coffee break during the wor-
king day at such an hour specified by the management when it can be ta-
ken without disturbing the work of each employee.

12.  Working weeks are organised so that they consist, on average, of a maxi-
mum of five days. The week’s second day off should, insofar as possible, 
coincide with the weekly rest day and be primarily a Saturday, unless ot-
herwise required by the work arrangements. 

13.  Employees are given an at least 35-hour period of uninterrupted weekly 
rest during each calendar week. The weekly rest can also be organised tem-
porarily, subject to an agreement between the employer and the employee, 
in such a way that it is adjusted to an average of 35 hours during a period 
of two weeks, but even in such cases, each week must include an at least 
30-hour period of weekly rest. 

Derogations from the working hours regulations 

14. The working hours provisions in this collective agreement do not apply to 
employees outside the Working Hours Act’s scope of application whose wor-
king hours are not predefined and whose use of their working hours is not 
monitored and who can therefore decide on their working hours themsel-
ves, when the case pertains to work carried out at private residencies which, 
due to the special characteristics of the operations involved is being car-
ried out in circumstances of the kind that the employer cannot be conside-
red to be in a position to monitor the arrangements of the time spent on it. 
This provision does not apply to remote working covered by the Working 
Hours Act’s scope of application.

15. When work is carried out during patient trips, camp or course travel or un-
der equivalent circumstances, the employer and the employee may agree 
on the determination of the working hours and the compensation for them 
in derogation of the regulations specified in this collective agreement. In 
such cases, the parties should, insofar as possible, prepare a working hours 
plan prior to the travel, indicating the hours to be considered as working 
hours and any possible stand-by time. Per diem allowances are paid in ac-
cordance with the collective agreement. 

Section 6 a Local agreements on working hours 

Local agreements on working hours require what is referred to as a 
two-stage agreement (subsections 1 and 2)
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1. Local company- or unit-specific agreement on working hours:

The employer and shop steward or, in the absence of a shop steward, the 
employees together or some other representative elected by the emplo-
yees, may agree on the application of flexible working hours pursuant to 
subsection 3 A–D in a specific company or work unit.

2. Local individual agreements on working hours

The application of flexible working hours agreed on with regard to a compa-
ny or unit requires the employer and individual employees to agree on the 
use of the flexible working hours.

3. Flexible working hours

A) The working hours can be adjusted over a period of several work shift 
schedules. Each work shift schedule must be prepared and made available 
a week before the schedule in question becomes applicable. 

The length of the reference period can usually be agreed to comprise a ma-
ximum of 6 three-week periods (18 weeks). 

For special reasons, the length of the reference period can be agreed to 
comprise a maximum of 17 three-week periods (51 weeks). Such special 
reasons can include varying amounts of work during different seasons or 
other functional reasons or a reason based on the employee’s own working 
hour needs, the realisation of which requires, pursuant to the shared view 
of the parties, a longer-than-usual reference period. Such special reasons 
must be mentioned in the working hours agreement. 

B) The daily maximum working hours with regard to general and office work 
can be extended to 12 hours as long as the working hours are adjusted to 
the maximum working hours pursuant to the collective agreement during 
the reference period. 

C) The maximum length of a shift in period-based work can be extended to 
15 hours as long as the working hours are adjusted to the maximum wor-
king hours pursuant to the collective agreement during the reference pe-
riod and the daily rest is provided in accordance with section 25 of the Wor-
king Hours Act.  
In accordance with the Working Hours Act, a reduction of the daily rest to 
nine hours may not be regular. If the rest period has been reduced to less 
than 11 hours, the rest period substituting for the daily rest must be given 
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in connection to the next daily rest or, if this is not possible due to weighty 
reasons related to the work’s arrangement, as soon as possible, although in 
any case within 14 days. A substituting rest period must be given as a conti-
nuous period and it may not coincide with a standby time.

D) When using a 6-week work shift schedule in period-based work, the ma-
ximum limitation of 126 hours can be derogated from during a three-week 
period as long as the working hours are adjusted to the maximum working 
hours pursuant to the collective agreement during the reference period. 

In other respects, the collective agreement’s regulations pertaining to wor-
king hours and the compensation for them shall apply. 

4. Working hours plan of locally agreed longer reference periods

Longer reference periods require the preparation of a working hours plan, 
which must include the key principles applicable to the arrangement of the 
working hours. In such cases, the parties must agree on, for instance, the 
arrangement of shifts according to the work situation, regularly occurring 
days off, the periods subject to longer-than-usual working hours and the ti-
me of any possible longer period of days off. 

Application instructions: Well-functioning local agreements are able 
to reconcile the workplace’s functional needs and an employee’s wor-
king hours needs. A working hours plan agrees, depending on the par-
ties’ needs, on the principles of arranging the working hours in a broa-
der or more precise manner.

The plan may be changed for a justified reason, but any longer pe-
riods of days off agreed on must be realised during the longer refe-
rence period, unless otherwise agreed.

5. Procedures

Company- or unit-specific and individual agreements on working hours as 
well as the related working hours plans must be made in writing. 

The use of the arrangement may be agreed to be valid until further notice or 
for a maximum fixed period of one year at a time. An agreement valid until 
further notice can be terminated on agreement or with a three-month period 
of notice. However, the reference period under way at the moment of termi-
nation will continue until the end of the agreed reference period. 
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A company- or unit-specific agreement on working hours must be sent to 
the signatory organisations whose members the agreement concerns.

6. Independent agreements on working hours

Should the employer and the employees’ representative find the flexib-
le working hours agreed on with regard to a particular employee pursu-
ant to subsection 3 to have no effect on the arrangement of other emplo-
yees’ working hours or terms of employment, the employee in question may 
agree on the flexibilities independently, without an agreement concerning 
the company or the unit. 

The parties to the collective agreement would like to remind that the gui-
de on healthy and productive working hours (“Terveet ja tulokselliset työ-
ajat”) agreed on by the unions includes the following diagram outlining lo-
cal agreements on working hours.

Stage 1 Local company- or unit-specifi c agreement

The employer 
or a repre-
sentative 
named by the 
employer

In writing
Parties to the agreement
The fl exible working hours possibilities of 
an individual agreement 
The employer/unit/tasks concerned
Validity
Signatures and date

The shop 
steward or, in 
the absence of 
a shop steward, 
the employees 
together or a 
representative 
elected the 
employer

Stage 2 

The employer 
or a repre-
sentative 
named by the 
employer

In writing
Validity 
• as of when
• until further notice or for a fi xed period of time
• the selected fl exibilities
The key principles on the arrangement of working 
hours in the working hours plan
• according to the work situation, for example
• more specifi cally, for example, weekly variation 

periods, periods of shorter and longer working 
hours, regularly occurring periods of days off, any 
long periods of days off, the maximum working 
hours of a period (3–6 weeks)

Signatures and date

The employee

Individual agreement on working hours and working hours plan
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Section 6 b Banking scheme 

The parties to the collective agreement for the private social services sec-
tor have agreed on the following banking scheme (working-time account) to 
complement the sector’s collective agreement:

Banking scheme as a concept

A working-time account refers to a voluntary scheme in which additional 
work and overtime, hour-specific supplementary compensation, or standby 
compensation converted into days off can be saved by agreement. 

The working-time account does not change valid working hours and ad-
justment schemes (such as locally agreed reference periods for working 
hours or flexitime systems). The working-time account is meant to be used 
in addition to the above in an attempt to reconcile working hours and free 
time.

Agreeing on banking schemes

The adoption and more detailed content of the working-time account is 
agreed on between the employer and employee in writing. These agree-
ments cover, for instance, the periods of time during which the working-ti-
me account accumulates and the maximum amounts of savings. The 
agreements are based on voluntariness.

The termination of a banking scheme

A working-time account is valid either until further notice or for fixed period 
of time. The starting point is the accumulation of days off and the taking 
of such days off according to the original plan. For a justified reason, ho-
wever, a valid working-time account can be mutually terminated, subject to 
a four-month period of notice, or a fixed-term working-time account can be 
terminated after it has been valid for a year, subject to a four-month period 
of notice. If the saved-up free time has not been taken by the time the wor-
king-time account terminates, it will be paid in cash. The same applies to 
the end of the employment relationship. 

The factors of a working-time account
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The factors of a working-time account can include:

• additional work or overtime and the increased component of  
overtime; 

• Saturday, Sunday, evening and night work compensation;
•  standby time compensation.

The days off are saved up as hours and minutes in the working-time ac-
count and are granted as working days (5 per week) in such a way that the 
length of a full day off is equal to the employee’s average weekly working 
hours divided by 5. When agreed, the days off may also be granted by redu-
cing working hours by some other means than full days.

Determination of earnings to be paid for days off

When taking days off based on the working-time account, the salary paid 
for the relevant period is determined according to the fixed salary valid at 
the time of the days off. 

Taking days off

The starting point in banking schemes is the optimum reconciliation of wor-
king hours and free time with regard to the functional needs of the working 
community and an employee’s individual needs.

The employer and the employee agree on the period of time during which 
the days off based on the working-time account are taken either when 
agreeing on or during the validity of the banking scheme. 

The banking scheme’s effect on other terms of the employment relation-
ship 

Banking scheme-based days off do not change the terms applicable to the 
employment relationship. Banking scheme-based days off are deemed 
equivalent to time spent at work when calculating the right to annual holi-
days as well as when determining the right to additional work and overtime 
compensation.

An employee’s illness in the context of banking scheme-based days off

If an employee falls ill prior to the commencement of an agreed period of 
banking scheme-based days off or during them, any days in excess of a 
single day will not be considered banking scheme-based days off.
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The days off not used are postponed and will be granted at a time to be 
agreed on later. If the absence due to the sickness ends prior to the end 
of the agreed days off, the days off will continue as agreed. The employee 
must inform the employer of the illness as soon as it begins. The relevant 
certificate is delivered to the employer in accordance with the workplace 
practice.

Disputes

The resolution of possible disputes is subject to the dispute resolution 
procedure pursuant to the collective agreement.

Section 7 Public holidays 

1. Good Friday, Easter Monday, Midsummer’s Eve, and any New Year’s Day, 
Epiphany, May Day, Ascension Day, Independence Day, Christmas Eve, 
Christmas Day and Boxing Day which does not fall on a Saturday or Sun-
day, is an extra public holiday if it can be given as a day off, accounting 
for the nature of the relevant task. Should the aforementioned days not be 
days off, the employee is given an equivalent whole day off during the same 
week or the reference period, unless otherwise agreed between the emplo-
yer and employee. 

Each of the aforementioned days reduces the regular working hours of 
the week or reference period by an amount equivalent to the average daily 
hours (weekly working hours divided by 5). 

The public holiday reduction of an employee subject to varying wor-
king hours as referred to in chapter 6(6) of the collective agreement is 
calculated on the basis of the previous holiday credit year or the ave-
rage of realised working hours during the last 12 months. If the emp-
loyment relationship has not yet lasted for a full holiday credit year or 
12 months, the public holiday reduction is calculated on the basis of 
the average of realised working hours during the entire duration of the 
employment relationship or a period which is demonstrative of the 
average weekly working hours.

Example: The employee has, during the previous holiday credit year, 
worked for a total of 704 hours during 47 weeks outside their annual 
holidays. 
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Public holiday reductions and hours not worked during absences pur-
suant to section 7 of the Annual Holidays Act are considered equal to 
work that has been carried out.

During the previous holiday credit year, the employee was paid 30 
hours’ worth in public holiday compensation and the hours not wor-
ked due to sick-leave over the course of the holiday credit year total 
18.

The employee’s average weekly working hours are 752 h (704 + 48) / 
47 = 16 h per week. The amount of the public holiday reduction is 16 
h / 5 = 3.2 h (3 hours and 12 minutes) / public holiday. 

The public holiday reduction is granted to employees who are paid a mon-
thly or hourly salary and whose employment relationship lasts for a mini-
mum of two weeks. An employee paid by the hour is paid the normal hour-
ly salary equivalent to the public holiday reduction as compensation for the 
public holiday reduction. 

Application instructions: The provision on fringe benefits dependent 
on the duration of an employment relationship in Chapter 1 section 5 
of the Employment Contracts Act must be accounted for in consecu-
tive fixed-term employment relationships or recurring employment re-
lationships with only short-term intervals. 

Section 8 Additional work 

1. Additional work means work carried out by a part-time employee in addition 
to the agreed working hours up to the maximum working hours pursuant to 
the collective agreement. Public holidays reduce the threshold for additio-
nal work in part-time employment in accordance with section 7. Additional 
work is subject to the payment of a simple hourly salary for each worked 
hour. 

2. Having additional work done requires the employee’s consent. 

Section 9 Overtime 

1. The employer may have overtime done at the consent of the employee wi-
thin the framework of the law. 
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Overtime in general work and office work 

2. Daily overtime is work carried out within general working hours for more 
than 8 hours a day and, within office work, for more than 7 hours 40 minu-
tes a day or, on average, for more than the aforementioned hours in a day. 
It is subject to the payment of the regular wage plus 50% for the first two 
hours and the regular wage plus 100% for any following hours. 

3.  As of 31 August 2020 or the beginning of the work shift schedule taking effe-
ct closest to this date, work which is carried out within general working hours 
for more than 38 hours 20 minutes a week and, within office work, for more 
than 37.5 hours a week, and which is not daily overtime, is weekly overtime. 
It is subject to the payment of the regular wage plus 50% for the first eight 
hours and the regular wage plus 100% for any following hours. 

When using a work shift schedule, work carried out in excess of the afore-
mentioned average weekly maximum working hours indicated in the work 
shift schedule, and which is not daily overtime, is weekly overtime. It is sub-
ject to the payment of the regular wage plus 50% for the first eight hours of 
each three-week period and the regular wage plus 100% for the following 
hours. 

Overtime in period-based work 

4.  Overtime is work carried out in excess of the average weekly maximum wor-
king hours indicated in the work shift schedule in accordance with the collec-
tive agreement. It is subject to the payment of the regular wage plus 50% for 
the first eighteen hours of each three-week period and the regular wage plus 
100% for the following hours. 

Example: The plan concerning an employee’s six-week work shift 
schedule included 120 working hours for the first three-week pe-
riod and 110 hours for the second three-week period, totalling 230 
hours. However, 140 hours of work was carried out during the first 
three weeks and 115 hours during the second three weeks, totalling 
255 hours. In terms of the first three weeks, the amount of overti-
me comes to 18 hours subject to the regular wage plus 50% and 2 
hours subject to the regular wage plus 100% and, in terms of the lat-
ter three weeks, 5 hours subject to the regular wage plus 50%, total-
ling 25 hours of overtime. 
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Working hours and overtime during public holiday weeks and 
interrupted reference periods 

5.  Public holidays reduce the overtime threshold of a reference period in accor-
dance with section 7, unless the public holiday in question is a day of absen-
ce that reduces working hours pursuant to section 6. 

 Foreseen absences 

6.  Absence days coinciding with workdays known prior to the confirmation of a 
work shift schedule reduce the overtime threshold of a reference period with 
an amount equal to average daily working hours (weekly working hours/num-
ber of weekly workdays). 

 Average daily working hours when the  
 average amount of work is 5 days a 
 week as of 31 August 2020 or the  
 beginning of the work shift schedule 
 taking effect closest to said date
 
38 hours 20 minutes weekly working hours  7 hours 40 minutes
37.5 hour weekly working hours   7 hours 30 minutes
36 hours 15 minutes weekly working hours  7 hours 15 minutes, etc.

Application instructions: If the placement of shifts with regard to different 
weekdays is not known prior to the confirmation of the work shift schedule, 
the shifts are assumed to occur between Monday and Friday, in which case 
known days of absence between Monday and Friday reduce the threshold 
for overtime. 

7.  The overtime threshold pursuant to section 6 is, at the same time, the 
amount of the regular working hours planned for the work shift schedule. 

Unforeseen absences 

8.  Absences that become known after the confirmation of the work shift 
schedule reduce the threshold for overtime in accordance with the working 
hours left undone due to the absence entered in the work shift schedule. 
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Section 10 Partitioning of salary 

A monthly salary is partitioned when an employment relationship begins or 
ends in the middle of a pay period and in connection with unpaid absences. 
Regarding an employee with a monthly salary, the salary for a partial month 
is calculated as follows: 

Foreseen absences 

1. In connection with unpaid absences known of prior to the confirmation of 
the work shift schedule, the salary for a partial month is calculated accor-
ding to the worked days in relation to the month’s normal workdays. Public 
holidays are comparable to workdays.

Application instructions: If the placement of shifts with regard to dif-
ferent weekdays is not known prior to the confirmation of the work 
shift schedule, the shifts are assumed to occur between Monday 
and Friday, in which case the salary for a partial month is calculated 
according to the days between Monday and Friday, of the period at 
work, in relation to all days of the month between Monday and Fri-
day. 

Example: A month would normally comprise 21 workdays. The emp-
loyee requests unpaid leave for the period of a week, which normally 
includes 5 workdays. The salary for the partial month is 16/21ths of 
the full monthly salary. The end result would be the same even if so-
me of the normal workdays would be public holidays, because pub-
lic holidays are equated with workdays. 

Unforeseen absences 

2. Absences that become known after the confirmation of the work shift 
schedule reduce the salary by an amount equal to the working hours left un-
done. 

Previous calculation rule 

3. If period-based work has previously been subject to a partial monthly salary 
based on calendar days and the calculation rule of the overtime threshold, 
the practice’s continuation can be agreed on locally. 
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Section 11 The calculation of hour-specific compensation and 
their exchange for days off 

1. When calculating compensation for additional work or overtime, or other 
hour-specific compensation (evening, night and Sunday work, standby and 
emergency work), the employee’s basic hourly salary for work as of 31 Au-
gust 2020 or the beginning of the work shift schedule taking effect closest 
to said date with weekly working hours of 38 hours and 20 minutes is ar-
rived at by dividing the monthly salary by 163; in office work with weekly 
working hours of 37.5 hours by 160; and in office work with weekly wor-
king hours of 36 hours and 15 minutes by the figure 153.  
In part-time work, the divisor is the relation of the weekly working hours to 
the divisor of the full weekly working hours of the form of working hours in 
question.

Example: A part-time employee’s agreed working hours in general 
or period-based work amount to 20 hours a week. The divisor of the 
employee’s monthly salary is 20/38.333 X 163 = 85.04.

The employee’s basic hourly salary is arrived at by dividing the employee’s 
actual regular monthly salary by the aforementioned divisors. It includes 
the official salary, with its service increments and possible personal and 
task-specific increments, to be paid in equal amounts every month. It does 
not include hour-specific increments (evening, night, Saturday and Sunday 
increments), nor the fees of a shop steward or industrial safety delegate.

2. The salary paid for additional work or overtime or some other hour-speci-
fic compensation can be, at the consent of the employer and employee, 
exchanged for days off plus the equivalent percentages during regular wor-
king hours. 

3. Hour-specific compensation is calculated from the unincreased basic hour-
ly salary, and the employee may be entitled to a salary increased on the ba-
sis of more than one justification at the same time. 

Example: Evening work carried out on a Sunday: Increase 115%  
(100% + 15%). 

4. Hour-specific compensation paid as money is paid no later than in connec-
tion with the employer’s normal payday which closest follows the work shift 
schedule during which the increments were accumulated, provided there is 
enough time for the realisation of the salary payment between the end of 
the work shift schedule and the payment of the salary.
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Section 12 Sunday work 

Sunday work – which means work performed on a Sunday, New Year’s Day, 
Epiphany, Good Friday, Holy Saturday, Easter Monday, May Day, Ascensi-
on Day, Midsummer’s Eve, Midsummer’s Day, All Saints’ Day, Independence 
Day, Christmas Eve, Christmas Day and Boxing Day – is subject to the pay-
ment of the basic salary plus 100% for Sunday work per worked hour. 

The Sunday work increase is also paid for the hours worked between 8:00 
p.m. and 12 a.m. (midnight) on the previous day, with the exception of the 
days preceding Midsummer’s Eve and Christmas Eve. 

Section 13 Saturday work

Saturday work is subject to the payment of the basic salary plus 25% for Sa-
turday work per an hour worked between 6:00 a.m. and 8:00 p.m. The Sa-
turday work increase is not paid for time which entitles the employee to the 
Sunday work increase. 

Section 14 Evening and night work 

1. Work performed between 6:00 p.m. and 9:00 p.m. is subject to the payment 
of the basic hourly salary plus 15% for evening work. 

2. Work performed between 9:00 p.m. and 6:00 a.m. is subject to the payment 
of the regular wage plus 30% and, in period-based work, the basic hourly sa-
lary plus 40%. 

Section 15 Standby and emergency compensation 

1. The standby may not cause unreasonable inconvenience to the employee’s 
use of free time. The amount of the standby compensation or the grounds 
for its determination must be made available to the employees in writing at 
the time the standby agreement is made. 

2. If an employee’s contract obligates them to be in emergency readiness whi-
le at home, the employee is paid 50% of their basic hourly salary for the 
standby time. 
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3. For a stand-by carried out from someplace other than the employee’s resi-
dence, an hourly compensation in money is paid, equal to 15–35% of the 
employee’s basic hourly salary, depending on the stand-by and the related 
liability. 

4. Stand-by time is not counted in working hours. The parties may agree to 
exchange the stand-by compensation for days off, subject to equivalent 
compensation percentages. 

5. An emergency compensation is paid if the employee, after having already 
left the workplace, is called to work during their free time and if they must 
arrive at work no later than within six hours of the emergency call. The night 
hours remaining between the emergency call and arriving at work (9 p.m.–6 
a.m.) are, nevertheless, not accounted for when calculating the six-hour li-
mit. 

Emergency calls that occur during stand-by time are not subject to the pay-
ment of an emergency compensation. 

Example: An employee receives a call at 8 in the evening at ho-
me, and is requested to arrive at work the next morning at 10. Be-
sides the night hours between 9 p.m. and 6 a.m., the time remaining 
between the emergency call and the employee’s arrival at work is 5 
hours, due to which the emergency money is paid. 

The usual amount of the emergency compensation is €18. However, if the 
employee must leave for work immediately after the emergency call, the 
amount of the compensation is €25. If the call to work means that the emp-
loyee’s shift entered in the work shift schedule begins at most an hour ear-
lier, the amount of the emergency compensation is €10. 

The obligation to pay an emergency compensation is not applicable to of-
fering additional work to part-time employees who are called to work when 
necessary. 

Section 16 Language increment 

1. If the employer expects the employee to be fluent in a language other than 
Finnish or Swedish or to master sign language, the employer pays a langua-
ge increment in the amount of €21–42 per month depending on the langua-
ge skill and the need to use the language, or takes the required language 
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skills otherwise into account in the salary, on a level at least equal to the 
aforementioned. The language increment should not be paid if the work, 
due to its nature, requires fluency in a foreign language. 

The employee retains their right to a language increment possibly higher 
than this while the previous grounds for granting the increment are still in 
force. 

2. Language increments are granted on application. As verification of the lan-
guage skills, the employee must present a certificate no more than two 
years old granted by a university, other institute of higher education or a se-
condary school teacher of the language in question or by a foreign educa-
tional institute. The payment of the increment ends when the grounds for 
granting it come to an end. 

Section 17 Travel expenses and daily allowances 

The currently valid travel policy of the state applies to daily allowances and 
the compensation paid for travel expenses. 

Work carried out at several locations is, furthermore, subject to the prin-
ciples of the protocol appended to this collective agreement (p. x). 

If the workplace has complied with the currently valid tax administration’s 
decision on the grounds for and amounts of tax-exempt compensation for 
travel expenses, the practice may either be continued or the workplace may, 
per local agreement, adopt this practice if it has previously complied with 
the state’s travel policy. 

Section 18 Annual holiday 

1. Annual holiday benefits are determined in accordance with the provisions 
of the Annual Holidays Act and the following regulations. 

2. Employees earn the following amount of annual holidays for each full holi-
day credit month: 

a) two weekdays; 

b) two and a half weekdays, if the employment relationship with the current 
employer has continued without interruption for at least a year by the end 
of March. 
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Example: The employment relationship of an employee with less 
than 15 years of experience in the field began on 1 January 2018. 
For the holiday credit year 1 April 2017–31 March 2018, the emplo-
yee earns two weekdays per a full holiday credit month. As of 1 Ap-
ril 2018, the employee earns holiday at the rate of 2.5 weekdays per 
month, as long as the employment relationship lasts for at least a 
year. 

c) three weekdays if the employee, by the end of March, has at least 15 years 
of service time entitling them to a service increment. 

Example: The employee’s work experience entitling them to the 
15-year service increment will be fulfilled on 1 September 2018. The 
employee will begin earning holidays at the rate of three weekdays 
per month as of 1 April 2018. 

d) The employee is given three extra annual holidays a year if they have, by the 
end of March, at least 3 years of service time entitling them to the service 
increment in a directly continued employment relationship with the current 
employer (in accordance with Chapter 1, section 5 of the Employment Cont-
racts Act, several consecutive fixed-term employment relationships with on-
ly short interruptions in between are regarded as a continuous employment 
relationship) or, in total, as at least 10 years of service time entitling the 
employee to a service increment. 

e) An employee who has been in the employment of the current employer on 
31 October 1993 and who had a total of at least 15 years of service time en-
titling them to a service increment on 31 March 1994, retains their right to 
six extra annual holidays. The extension of holidays can be agreed upon lo-
cally.

 f)  The prerequisite for the extension of a holiday pursuant to subsections d 
and a is that the employee has earned annual holidays for at least six mon-
ths during the holiday credit year. 

Example: The employment relationship of an employee with more 
than 15 years of work experience entitling them to service increment 
began on 1 January 2018. The employee will immediately begin ear-
ning holidays at the rate of three weekdays per holiday credit month. 
For the holiday credit year ending on 31 March 2018, the employee 
does not yet receive three extra holidays because, for the year in 
question, they have earned holidays for less than six months. 
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3. The service time entitling an employee to the annual holiday is deemed to 
include all service time entitling the employee to service increments pursu-
ant to section 3 of the pay agreement. 

4. Any share of a holiday in excess of five weeks is granted during the sum-
mer holiday or winter holiday season determined by the employer. Statutory 
annual holidays are given according to the Annual Holidays Act. 

The summer holiday season in the Region of Lapland is 1 June–30 
September. 

5. Carried-over holidays: The employer and employee may agree on a car-
ried-over holiday scheme pursuant to section 27 of the Annual Holidays Act 
and section 23 of the Working Hours Act. A share 18 days in excess of the 
annual holiday may be carried over to be taken later. Days off given as com-
pensation for additional work and overtime can be linked, in part or in full, 
to a carried-over holiday by agreement. 

6. Holiday pay: An employee with a monthly salary whose working hours in-
clude Sunday, evening, night or Saturday work performed during regular 
working hours is entitled to an addition equivalent to the aforementioned 
hour-specific increments to their holiday pay and holiday compensation. 

The hour-specific increments are accounted for in such a way that 
the holiday pay calculated on the basis of the monthly salary is rai-
sed by the percentage which indicates how many percentages the 
hour-specific increments paid during the holiday credit year make up 
of the actual regular wages paid for the same period of time. 

If the employment relationship has not yet been valid during the pre-
vious holiday credit year, the increased share of the hour-specific 
increments is calculated from the entire length of the employment 
relationship or from a period of time which indicates the average 
share of the increments. 

The holiday pay and holiday compensation of an employee with a 
monthly salary is calculated, as per the practice of the previous An-
nual Holidays Act, by using the figure 25 as the divisor and the num-
ber of holidays as the multiplier, unless there is a local agreement on 
the use of a partial-month salary calculation practice.  When using 
the divisor 25, the fixed holiday pay is adjusted to the employee’s ac-
tual monthly salary in connection with the next salary payment in ac-
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cordance with the previous Annual Holidays Act, whenever the com-
bined shares of holiday pay and monthly salary do not correspond to 
the actual monthly salary. 

The calculation of holiday pay is subject to the calculation provisions 
of the Annual Holidays Act.  If the employee’s holiday pay or holiday 
compensation is determined on the basis of a percentage and the 
employee earns more than the statutory number of holidays (2 or 2.5 
weekdays per month) pursuant to section 18(2 c–e) of the collective 
agreement, the statutory 9% or 11.5% holiday pay or holiday compen-
sation is raised by 0.38% for each holiday above the statutory level.

7. Payment of the holiday pay: A holiday pay is paid on the payday normally 
applied in an employment relationship, unless the employee, no later than a 
month prior to their holiday, requests their holiday pay to be paid in accordan-
ce with the Annual Holidays Act.

(The principle applicable to holidays longer than six days pursuant to the An-
nual Holidays Act is that the holiday pay is paid prior to the start of the holi-
day and, in holidays shorter than this, on the actual payday). 

8. Instead of the calculation of working days (6 per week) pursuant to the An-
nual Holidays Act, annual holidays to be earned as of 1 April 2022 will be 
subject, in accordance with the appendix on p. 82, to the calculation of holi-
days (5 per week), unless earlier validity is decided on employer-specifically. 

Section 19 Holiday bonus 

1. Employees are paid 50% of their annual holiday pay, including their 
hour-specific increments pursuant to section 18(6) of this collective agree-
ment, as a holiday bonus. However, the holiday bonus is not paid for the 
extra holidays pursuant to section 18(2 e–d). 

The holiday bonus is calculated on the basis of the regular monthly salary 
in June, and paid in connection with the July payday, unless minor changes 
are made to the date of payment by the employer and employee. 

Application instructions: A minor change to the date of payment means a 
date of payment other than July during the holiday season (2 May–30 Sep-
tember).
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Example: The holidays earned by an employee amount to 30 week-
days. The hour-specific increments of a holiday credit year have 
amounted to 8% of the monthly salaries of the holiday credit year. 
The holiday bonus is the regular monthly salary for June plus 50% 
x 30/25 x 8% (temporary changes or unpaid absences are not taken 
into account). When an employment relationship comes to an end, 
the holiday bonus is calculated on the basis of the monthly salary 
applicable at the time the relationship ends. 

If the employee’s holiday pay is calculated on the basis of a percentage or, 
in situations involving changes as referred to in section 10, subsection 4 of 
the Annual Holidays Act, on the basis a monthly salary of the holiday credit 
year, the holiday bonus is 50% of the holiday pay including hour-specific in-
crements, excluding the proportion of extra days pursuant to section 18(2 
d–e).

2. The holiday bonus requires the employee to start their holiday and return 
from it on the agreed dates, unless the return from the holiday is prevented 
due to a reason mentioned in section 7 of the Annual Holidays Act or some 
other acceptable reason. 

3. The holiday bonus is also paid for the holiday compensation, provided that 
the employment relationship has lasted for a minimum of four months wi-
thout interruptions. However, this does not apply to an employee who fails 
to comply with a period of notice or who terminates a fixed-term emplo-
yment relationship contrary to the Employment Contracts Act or whose 
employment relationship is deemed cancelled due to an absence from 
work pursuant to Chapter 8, section 3 of the Employment Contracts Act. 

Section 20 Sick pay 

1. If an employee becomes unable to perform their duties due to an illness or 
accident not attributable to wilful or gross negligence by the employee, the 
employer pays the employee a salary, provided that the employment rela-
tionship continues, for each period of absence, on the basis of the emplo-
yment relationship’s uninterrupted duration as follows: 
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Length of the employment  Term of sick pay: 
relationship: 

less than 1 month  Day of falling ill and the next 9  
 weekdays (50% of salary)
1 month–less than 3 years  28 calendar days (full salary) 
3–5 years  35 calendar days (full salary) 
more than 5–10 years  42 calendar days (full salary)  
more than 10 years  56 calendar days (full salary)

If the absence is attributable to an accident that occurred while at work, vi-
olence directed at the employee carrying out their tasks or an occupational 
disease, the pay term applicable to the period of illness is 90 days. 

2. If the same illness or condition reoccurs within 15 calendar days of the re-
turn to work, the pay term for the period of illness is calculated as if it con-
cerned a single term of absence. 

3. The salary to be paid during a sick leave accounts for hour-specific incre-
ments deriving from regular working hours as in the holiday pay.  Alternati-
vely, the employer may adopt a practice in which the hourly increments are 
paid according to the confirmed work shift schedule and, in terms of the ti-
me following the end of the work shift schedule, as in holiday pay. 

4. In an employment contract with a clause on varying working hours as refer-
red to in section 6(6), the right to sick pay arises in accordance with section 
20 if the work shift coinciding with the period of incapacity for work is not-
ed on the work shift schedule, has been otherwise agreed on or if, circums-
tances considered, it can be otherwise considered clear that the employee 
would have been at work were they capable of doing so. 

In terms of the time subsequent to the end of the work shift schedule, the 
sick pay is determined on the basis of the employee’s average working 
hours. These are calculated on the basis of a period of time (such as 6 
months or the previous holiday credit year) which indicates the average 
number of hours the employee would have worked during their sickness 
absence.

5. The employer pays the sick pay directly to the employee and applies for the 
sickness benefit itself after receiving the necessary accounts for it from the 
employee; the employee must deliver said accounts without delay. 
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The same principle also applies to other statutory daily allowances and be-
nefits.

If the sickness benefit is not paid due to a reason attributable to the emp-
loyee, the employer pays only the difference between the sickness benefit 
and the sick pay. 

6. Employees are obligated to inform their employer of an illness immediately. 

7. When necessary, the incapacity for work must be verified with a doctor’s 
certificate or by way of some other explanation which is approved by the 
employer. 

During an epidemic and in a situation where doctor’s appointments 
are not available, a certificate on a short-term sick leave (an absen-
ce of 1–3 calendar days) granted by an occupational health care 
nurse or public-health nurse can be considered an approvable ac-
count. 

The employer may, for a justified reason, name the doctor to be used, in 
which case the employer pays the costs of the doctor’s certificate. 

Section 21 Medical examinations and vaccinations

1. In the following cases, the employer will not make a deduction from the 
employee’s wages, provided that the check-ups and examinations are con-
ducted in such a way that the unnecessary loss of working hours is avoi-
ded, there has been no possibility to conduct them outside of working 
hours and they have been notified of beforehand. 

a) The employee goes to a necessary medical examination for the purposes 
of getting an illness diagnosed or for the determination of a treatment or 
the administration of assistive products (such as glasses) and a related la-
boratory or X-ray examination ordered by a doctor. 

b) A pregnant employee goes to prenatal medical examinations, such as ma-
ternity clinic examinations, which monitor the health of the pregnant emplo-
yee or the foetus. 

2. An employee’s visits to medical examinations required by a new job or the 
law are counted as working hours. In such cases, the employer pays the ne-
cessary travel costs. 
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3. Employees have the right to get the vaccinations required by their work du-
ring working hours, provided that this is not possible without difficulty during 
some other time.

Section 22 Short-term absence 

1. An employee’s absence from work for one the following reasons, coinci-
ding with the employee’s working day, will not result in a deduction from the 
employee’s salary or annual holiday. The length of a paid absence of this 
kind is, at maximum, one day, with the exception of a child’s illness. 

a) The sudden illness of a disabled child or a child less than 10 years of age, 
insofar as the absence is necessary in order to arrange care. The paid ab-
sence, however, cannot continue for more than three workdays as of the 
beginning of the illness. When necessary, the reason for the absence must 
be verified with a doctor’s certificate or some other account approved by 
the employer; upon request, the employee must also provide an account of 
another provider’s impediment for caring for the child. 

The signatory organisations note that society is pursuing the inc-
reasingly balanced division of parental duties between women and 
men. Accordingly, families with two employed providers should aim 
to divide absences from work evenly among themselves. 

b) Another family member’s sudden illness, which requires treatment. When 
necessary, the reason for the absence must be verified with a doctor’s cer-
tificate or some other account approved by the employer; upon request, the 
employee must also provide an account of the necessity of the treatment. 

c) The death of a family member. 

d) The funeral of a family member or close relative. 

The term “family member” refers to a spouse living in the same hou-
sehold as the employee and the employee’s own or their spouse’s 
children living in the same household as the employee. Children also 
include adoptive and foster children. 

The term “close relative” refers to an employee’s family members as 
well as their parents, grandparents, children, grandchildren, siblings 
and the parents of their spouse. 
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e) The employee’s own wedding.  

f) The employee’s own 50th and 60th birthday. 

g) A conscript’s call-up event. 

2. An employee taking part in reserve training is paid the difference between 
their salary and the reservist’s salary for the relevant days. 

3. A female employee entering voluntary military service is granted an unpaid 
leave for the duration of the military service. Benefits based on the emplo-
yment relationship do not accumulate during this period of time. 

4. The loss of earnings attributable to participation in a meeting of a munici-
pal council or board and a statutory electoral commission is compensated 
for to a member of such an organ of trust. 

5. The loss of earnings attributable to attending a meeting of the highest deci-
sion-making bodies of the signatory parties to this collective agreement, a 
member organisation thereof or a federation of unions or a union or repre-
sentative meeting, or a meeting of a board committee/support team, is com-
pensated for to the member of such an organ of trust. 

6. Employees must inform their employers of an absence pursuant to this se-
ction without delay and, insofar as possible, in advance. 

Section 23 Maternity, paternity and parental leave and child-care 
leave 

1. An employee’s maternity, paternity and parental leave as well as child-care 
leave are determined on the basis of the Employment Contracts Act and the 
Health Insurance Act. 

2. For the duration of the employment relationship, the employee is paid, as 
of the beginning of a maternity leave, actual regular wages for a period of 
72 weekdays, provided that the employee has been in the employment rela-
tionship for at least three months. 

Application instructions: 
In accordance with the provisions in question, an employee is also  
entitled to maternity pay when they, following a parental leave or 
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child-care leave, take a new maternity leave in compliance with the 
appropriate notification periods. 

For the duration of the employment relationship, the employee is paid, as 
of the beginning of a paternity leave, actual regular wages for a period of 
6 weekdays, provided that the employee has been in the employment rela-
tionship for at least three months. 

The actual regular wages mean the employee’s monthly salary, in-
cluding the identical monthly amounts of personal or task-specific 
increments added to it. It does not include hour-specific increments 
such as additional work and overtime, or evening, night, Saturday 
and Sunday increments. 

The employer applies for the maternity benefit with regard to the period of 
salary payment for itself after receiving the necessary accounts for it from 
the employee; the employee must deliver said accounts without delay. 

If the maternity benefit is not paid due to a reason attributable to the emp-
loyee, the employer pays only the difference between the maternity benefit 
and the fixed pay.

Section 24 Group life insurance 

The employer takes out a group life insurance for its employees at it own 
expense and as agreed between the federations and central organisations. 

Section 25 Protective clothing 

Employees who work primarily in unsanitary tasks or tasks that subject clo-
thing to wear and tear are provided with the appropriate protective clothing 
and the protective equipment required by occupational safety. The emp-
loyer will pay for the procurement and maintenance of such clothing and 
equipment. Protective clothing may be agreed on locally. 

Section 26 Shop steward 

1. A company’s organised employees have the right to elect a shop steward 
and a deputy shop steward from amongst themselves to act, under their 
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authorisation, in matters pertaining to the interpretation of this collective 
agreement and other issues related to employment relationships. 

2. In other respects, the parties abide by the shop steward agreement made 
between the signatory parties. 

Section 27 Training and well-being at work

Occupational training and shared training organised by the employer and 
union training are subject to the training agreement between the signato-
ry parties. 

The signatory parties recommend that the need to develop an employee’s 
personal professional skills and well-being at work be reviewed by the emplo-
yee and their supervisor every year.

Section 28 Assembly at workplaces 

A registered affiliated association of a signatory organisation to this colle-
ctive agreement, and a department, work room body or equivalent thereof, 
has the opportunity to organise meetings outside working hours on pre-
mises indicated by the employer and in relation to issues concerning the 
workplace’s employment relationships, under the following conditions: 

a) The holding of a meeting at the workplace must be agreed on with the emp-
loyer, whenever possible, three days prior to the intended meeting. 

b) The order of the meeting and the tidiness of the meeting premises is the 
responsibility of the meeting’s organiser. 

c) The meeting’s organiser has the right to invite to the meeting the represen-
tatives of a union party to this collective agreement, an affiliated associati-
on thereof as well as the relevant federation or central organisation. 

Section 29 Charging of membership fees 

Under the authority of the employees, the employer charges the member-
ship fees of a signatory organisation to this collective agreement from an 
employee’s salary and pays them to the union’s account in accordance with 
the instructions. The employee is provided with a certificate of the withheld 
amount at the end of each year. 
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Section 30 Federation agreements 

The following recommendation and agreements, in the form in which they 
were valid prior to 15 February 2017, are complied with as part of this col-
lective agreement:

Cooperation Agreement and protocol of signature (LTK–SAK/STTK/AKA-
VA) 2001 
Recommendation on the prevention of substance abuse problems, 
the handling of substance abuse issues and referral to treatment at 
workplaces (Confederation of Finnish Industries (EK)–SAK/STTK/AKAVA) 
2015 
Protocol on compensatory penalties (LTK–SAK/STTK/AKAVA) 2000

Section 31 Local agreements

The regulations specified in this collective agreement may be agreed on dif-
ferently on the basis of a local agreement, in accordance with the procedu-
res concerning local agreements (p. x). 

Section 32 Dispute resolution 

Employees are to first discuss issues pertaining to the interpretation and 
application of the collective agreement with their supervisor. 

Local negotiations: 
Disputes related to the collective agreement are first negotiated between 
the employer and the employee or a shop steward. The negotiations are 
begun and conducted without undue delay.  
Should a resolution not be reached, a memorandum on the points of disa-
greement and the parties’ viewpoints, grounds included, is prepared, if re-
quested by one of the parties. 
The relevant attachments are appended to the memorandum, two identical 
copies of which are then signed, one copy given to each party.

Federation/central organisation negotiations: 
Should the matter remain unresolved, the local parties may refer it to the 
unions.

Labour Court: 
Should the matter remain unresolved in the negotiations between the 
unions, it may be referred to the Labour Court.
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Section 33 Valid benefits 

This collective agreement is not applicable to such benefits based on an 
agreement between the employer and employee which have been agreed 
on separately in derogation of a collective bargaining agreement. 

Section 34 Good labour relations 

All industrial actions concerning an individual provision of this agreement 
or this agreement in full or are prohibited. 

Section 35 Validity of the agreement

This agreement is valid from 1 April 2020 to 30 April 2022, continuing the-
reafter always for one year at a time, unless it is terminated in writing no la-
ter than a month before its expiration. 

The party terminating the agreement must provide the counterparties with 
a memorandum of the key content of the amendment proposal in connec-
tion with the termination. 

The provisions of this agreement remain valid until a new agreement has 
entered into force or until the negotiations between the contracting parties 
have been deemed concluded by one of the contracting parties. 

Helsinki, 23 June 2020 

Finnish Association of Private Care Providers
Sosiaali- ja terveysalan neuvottelujärjestö Sote ry
Trade Union for the Public and Welfare Sectors JHL 
Union of Professional Social Workers Talentia 
Sosiaalipalvelualan allianssi Salli ry 
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PAY AGREEMENT

Section 1 Wages 

1. Employees covered by the scope of the collective agreement are paid a sa-
lary according to, in the minimum, the sector’s pay grouping, pay agreement 
and transitional provisions. 

2. In the event that an employee is engaged in work for which a name or a sui-
table job description is not found in the pay grouping, the pay group of the 
closest equivalent job and pursuant to the level of education required for 
the work is applied. 

3. The employee’s work belongs under the pay group whose tasks the emplo-
yee primarily carries out. 

3.1. Task-specific minimum wage in the basic work of a pay group: 

In the pay group’s basic work, the wages are determined at least according 
to the group’s minimum pay grade. 

3.2. Task-specific increment in work more demanding than basic work: 

The level of an employee’s wages is impacted by how demanding their tas-
ks are. If the employee’s tasks are clearly more demanding and entail more 
responsibility than the basic work of the pay group in question, or if they re-
quire special training or experience, this must be accounted for either as a 
G pay grade higher than the minimum pay grade or as a euro-denominated 
task-specific increment. 

Examples of situations in which a level of pay pursuant to section 
3.2. must at least be applied: 

• The employee has special tasks clearly more demanding than the pay 
group’s basic work. 

• A task requiring special competence or expertise which is not 
included in the pay group’s basic work.

•  Responsibility for a specific subject area or procurements not 
included within the pay group’s basic work. 

•  Being the contact person of a specific area of responsibility 
when this task is not included in the pay group’s basic work.
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When the criteria are met, the grounds for the payment of a task-spe-
cific increment are formed according to the same principles in all 
pay groups, compared to how demanding the basic work of each pay 
group normally is.  

Examples of tasks that can be part of one or more pay groups: The 
person in charge of student tutoring, work shift planning or induction.

The role of a person in charge does not refer to conventional partici-
pation in student tutoring, work shift planning or induction carried out 
in connection to normal work in the unit. 

Examples of tasks that can be part of one or more pay groups: The 
person in charge of developing work methods or systems, pharma-
cotherapy, terminal care, hygiene.

The list consists of examples and does not include all tasks forming 
a right to a task-specific increment.

• The employee is in the position of an employee in charge, or respon-
sible for directing other employees, and a position of this kind is not 
included among the pay group’s normal duties (such a team leader). 

•  The employee possesses the special work experience required by a 
task.

•  The employee has, in addition to the pay group’s normal training re-
quirements, a professional degree, specialist qualifications or some 
other specialisation degree or specialisation training required by the 
work.

• Due to the nature of the work, the workplace has applied a level of 
pay higher than the basic work level, and new employees are hired 
for similar duties.

The signatory organisations note that it is not the purpose of the remu-
neration system to always place employees, in principle, in the minimum 
pay grade of the relevant pay group and to apply higher pay grades only in 
exceptional cases. 

The use of higher pay grades is also possible in work other than work that 
is clearly more demanding or entails more responsibility than basic work or 
requires special training and experience. 
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An employee’s G pay grade may exceed the G pay grades of the pay group 
in question.

3.3. The applicable task-specific increments and their amounts in euros or 
ranges of variation within different pay groups must be explained to the shop 
steward and the personnel. The accounts in question are given annually on 
either group, company or workplace-level, according to the employer’s disc-
retion. 

4. Personal qualifications increment

An employee can be paid a euro-denominated personal pay increment for 
special professional skills, working efficiency, work contribution, coopera-
tion skills, professional expertise or diverse interpersonal skills. The incre-
ment may be granted until further notice or for a fixed period of time.

The grounds for the payment of a personal qualification increment 
must be explained to the shop steward and the personnel. The ac-
counts in question are given annually on either group, company or 
workplace-level, according to the employer’s discretion. The grounds 
for payment must be made available to all employees.

5. Availability increment

A locality-specific or unit-specific availability increment can be paid on the 
basis of the availability of labour.

6. Quality bonus

An employee or a group of employees can be paid a quality bonus for work 
of a particularly high quality based on the quality system applied by the emp-
loyer or some other quality indicator.

Section 2 Cost-of-living grading 

1. The collective agreement includes pay scales for the metropolitan area 
(Helsinki, Espoo, Vantaa and Kauniainen) and the rest of Finland (other mu-
nicipalities according to the cost-of-living index regions I and II). 
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Section 3 Service increments 

1. An employee’s basic salary pursuant to the collective agreement will increa-
se in accordance with the pay scale appended here after 5, 8 and 11 service 
years entitling the employee to a service increment. 

(The amounts of the experience increment steps vary, depending on 
the G pay level and the service increment step, from slightly less than 
3% to slightly less than 5%, calculated from the basic salary). 

2. At the beginning of the employment relationship, when making the emplo-
yment contract, the employer and employee must review the employee’s 
possible period of service with an entitlement to a service increment. In 
this context, the employee must present the necessary service details prior 
to the granting of the increment. If the employment relationship continues, 
any subsequent increments are granted by the employer. The entitlement to 
a service increment begins from the beginning of the month following the 
right’s achievement. 

3. Service that carries an entitlement to a service increment means such work 
in the service of one’s own employer, and other similar work, in which the 
working hours have been, on average, at least 19 hours a week. All calendar 
months in employment relationships that have lasted for a minimum of 14 
workdays, and for which the employee has earned annual holidays, are ta-
ken into account. 

Similar work or part-time work, entailing on average less than 19 hours a 
week and carried out to one’s own employer, and employment relationships 
that have lasted less than 14 days carried out after 1 February 2000 must 
be accounted for as carrying an entitlement to a service increment in the 
relevant working hours’ proportion to full working hours. When assessing 
their impact, it is enough for the employer to form an assessment of the 
right magnitude with regard to how many full months of service increment 
accumulation the employee’s part-time and temporary work accord with. 

Part-time and temporary work performed prior to 1 February 2000 may also 
be taken into account according to the same principle. 

4. If the employee has experience of other than similar work, it can be counted 
as carrying an entitlement to a service increment insofar as the employer 
deems it to add to the employee’s qualifications for the work. 
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Section 4 Trainees, summer employees, young employees, 
exceptionally simple work and messengers 

1. An agreement on a trainee period can be made with a student of the field; 
the pay during such a trainee period is at least 90% of the standard pay gra-
de for the task in question. 

The agreement on pay with an employee in apprenticeship training can spe-
cify the pay to be 90% of the standard pay grade for the task in question. 
However, the salary of an employee who begins apprenticeship training 
with their current employer may not be reduced in the current job. 

2. An agreement on a summer job for the period between 15 May and 15 Sep-
tember can be made with a summer employee less than 25 years of age; 
the pay is at least 75% of the standard pay grade for the task in question. 
This provision is not applicable if the hired summer employee is a qualified 
substitute. 

3. a) The parties to the collective agreement want to do their part to promo-
te the employment opportunities of the employment agency’s (TE Office) 
long-term unemployed entitled to wage subsidies, difficult to place and in 
danger of marginalisation. 

An agreement with this kind of an employee, whose employment relation-
ship is preceded by an at least 12-month uninterrupted period of unemplo-
yment, can be made, for a maximum period of 6 months, on a salary that is 
at least 90% of the standard pay grade for the task in question. 

The agreement aims to strengthen the person’s life management and pre-
vent marginalisation through work and the improvement of their fitness and 
readiness for work. 

3. b) An agreement with an employee less than 25 years of age, who has less 
than six months worth of work experience entitling them to a service incre-
ment and who has been unemployed for at least six months during the past 
year, can be made, for a maximum period of six months, on a salary that is 
at least 90% of the standard pay grade for the task in question. 

4. If an employee’s tasks are, exceptionally, fundamentally simpler or less in-
dependent than the pay group’s basic tasks, or if the employee lacks the 
qualifications required for the tasks, due to which they are not able to carry 
out all of the relevant duties in full, the minimum pay can be determined as 
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being one G pay grade lower than the minimum pay grade of the pay group 
in question. 

Employers must present the grounds for the use of a pay grade lower than 
the minimum pay grade in writing, after the matter has been discussed with 
the shop steward or, in the absence of a shop steward, together with the 
employees.

5. A messenger’s salary may be at most 5% lower than a salary pursuant to 
the lowest official pay according to the valid G pay scale. 

Section 5 Part-time employees 

1. The monthly salary of a part-time employee with a monthly salary is deter-
mined in proportion to the weekly working hours agreed with the employee 
and the maximum weekly working hours applicable to equivalent work pur-
suant to the collective agreement. However, calculated according to this 
method, the minimum pay of a part-time employee who works, on average, 
less than 19 hours a week at most is increased by 5 per cent, unless is it a 
result of the employee’s own initiative that the working hours remain below 
19 hours a week. 

2. The hourly pay of a part-time employee with an hourly salary is calculat-
ed by dividing a monthly salary applicable to equivalent work by the divisor 
pursuant to section 11 of the collective agreement. 

Section 6 Replacement 

1. When an employee carries out work of a pay grade higher than their nor-
mal work in the capacity of a replacement, performing a material portion 
of the tasks included in the work, the employee is paid a salary equal to at 
least the replacement work’s pay grade pursuant to the collective agree-
ment for a period of replacement in excess of two weeks and, in annual ho-
liday replacements, for a replacement period in excess of a month. 

2. When the employee carries out their own work and, per agreement, the ma-
jority of another employee’s tasks alongside, the employee is paid a raised 
salary for a period of replacement in excess of two weeks and, in annual 
holiday replacements, for a replacement period in excess of a month. The 
amount of this raised salary is agreed between the employer and employee 
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prior to the replacement. The compensation must exceed the compensati-
on paid for an equivalent replacement duty under subsection 1. 

3. Any replacement duties carried out over a period of six months are added 
together when assessing whether the two weeks or month has been excee-
ded. 

Section 7 Sheltered employment 

This agreement does not apply to sheltered work. 

Section 8 Validity 

This pay agreement is valid as part of the collective agreement between the 
signatory organisations and will terminate without a separate notice when 
the collective agreement comes to an end. 

Helsinki, 23 June 2020 

SIGNATORY ORGANISATIONS 
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PAY AGREEMENT’S TRANSITIONAL 
PROVISIONS

The transitional provisions are complied with when taking into use the re-
muneration system of the collective agreement for the private social ser-
vices sector in lieu of a previously applied system of remuneration. 

Section 1 Placement into pay grades 

1. Employees are placed into the pay groups and G pay grades of the new re-
muneration system according to their work’s demands after the matter has 
been negotiated on between the employer and the relevant employees or 
their shop steward. 

2. The objective is unanimity on the correct pay grade for the work performed 
by each employee. 

3. If the official salary pursuant to the G pay grade selected for an employee 
remains lower than the employee’s salary at the moment of transition, the 
difference is paid as a transition increment, provided that the excess is not 
based on the demands of the work or personal qualifications. 

4. The parties may, at the transition phase, turn to a signatory organisation, if 
necessary, but the goal is for the transition to the new system to be imple-
mented locally, as far as possible. The transitional instructions pursuant to 
the transitional provisions of the collective agreement valid before 1998 re-
main in effect. 

5. Should the pay raises pursuant to the transitional provisions, including their 
pay grade adjustments pursuant to this section, result in a more than 6% 
pay rise with regard to some employees, the payment of the portion of pay 
rise in excess of 6% can be postponed by no more than six months as of 
the transition to the social services sector’s system of remuneration.

 6. Employees whose salary at the time of the transition exceeds the pay pur-
suant to pay grade G 32 are above the pay groups. 

The salary of an employee covered by the scope of a collective agreement 
above the pay groups is paid as a personal salary, which is raised according 
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to the same principles as the salaries of those covered by the scope of the 
pay grouping. 

Section 2 Calculation of service increments 

1. Any service entitling an employee to a service increment is calculated ac-
cording to the previous method until the transition to the social services 
sector’s system of remuneration. The creditable service time may not, ho-
wever, fall below the service time pursuant to the social services sector’s 
calculation method. 

The transition to the calculation method of the social services sector takes 
place after this. At this time, all years of service that have previously been 
or should have been credited to an employee in the employment relation-
ship are credited to the employee. 

Section 3 Salary guarantee and increments 

1. No one’s salary will be lowered due to a change in the system of remune-
ration. In other respects, an employee’s minimum pay and pay increments 
will, in the future, be determined in accordance with the new system of re-
muneration. 

2. The euro-denominated amounts of increments related to peripheral regions, 
cold regions, archipelago regions, etc., and not pertaining to the demands 
of the work or personal qualifications, will become a part of an employee’s 
personal wages. 

3. Increments based on the demands of the work or personal qualifications 
will continue to be paid according to the previous practice. 

4. Any possible increments granted for a fixed period of time will end in accor-
dance with the original agreement.

 5. If an employee’s pay grade is raised, the increment paid in excess of the of-
ficial salary can be abandoned in part or in full, but nevertheless by no more 
than the amount of a pay grade increase insofar as the grounds for the inc-
rement no longer exist. 
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6. Increments based on the demands of the work or personal qualifications 
will also remain in effect when an employee achieves a new service incre-
ment step. Portions in excess of the official salary based on other grounds 
can be reduced when the employee reaches a new service increment step 
by, at maximum, an amount equal to the service increment increase, unless 
the parties have agreed or agree to retain the excess. 

Section 4 Validity 

1. The transitional provisions of this pay agreement are valid as part of the 
collective agreement between the signatory organisations and will termi-
nate without a separate notice when the collective agreement comes to an 
end. 

Helsinki, 23 June 2020 

SIGNATORY ORGANISATIONS 
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PAY GROUPING OF THE SOCIAL 
SERVICES SECTOR 
(The principles for placing jobs in pay groups and for the use of minimum pays 
and excesses are given in section 1 (p. x) of the pay agreement.) 

Pay group A (assisting duties): 

Minimum pay grade as of 1 June 2019 G12A 

The work does not require vocational training. The know-how is gained through 
on-the-job guidance. Clear work instructions and routines. 

Example jobs:  
health and service personnel: orderly, day-care centre assistant  
kitchen and property personnel: kitchen help, departmental assistant, cleaner; ad-
ministrative personnel: assisting office work, mailing, running errands. 

Pay group B (basic duties): 

Minimum pay grade as of 1 June 2019 G16B in the metropolitan area, G15B in 
the rest of Finland and, as of 1 September 2021, G16B 

The know-how is gained through on-the-job learning or short courses.

The work is based on defined instructions, but the tasks are more individual than 
in pay group A.

Example jobs:
health and service personnel: care assistant, home help, school aide, camp 
counsellor
kitchen and property personnel: cook, kitchen/catering worker, ward domestic, 
matron in very small units, caretaker, porter
administrative personnel: switchboard operator, routine office work (such as in-
voicing, etc.), responsibility for copying services, postal services, phone services.

Pay group C (professional duties): 

Minimum pay grade as of 1 June 2019 G19C in the metropolitan area, G18C in 
the rest of Finland and, as of 1 September 2021, G19C 
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The work requires at least a vocational degree or equivalent know-how. 

The work is varying and performed independently according to regulations and/or 
general instructions. 

The work is made up of independent parts.

Example jobs:
health and service personnel: practical nurse, children’s nurse, day care nurse, re-
habilitation assistant, private household worker, psychiatric nurse, nurse for men-
tally handicapped, craft leader, leisure activities
instructor
kitchen and property personnel: matron, repairman, warehouseman, cleaning su-
pervisor
administrative personnel: responsibility for invoicing and collection, responsibility 
for payroll accounting, responsibility for the accounting of a small unit.

Pay group D (demanding professional duties): 

Minimum pay grade as of 1 June 2019 G22D 

The work requires, at minimum, a degree from a polytechnic/college or equivalent 
know-how.

The work is based on independent solutions within the framework of the authori-
ty provided.
The work is an independent whole made up of different parts.

Example jobs:
health and service personnel: nurse, kindergarten teacher, social welfare worker 
(polytechnic), child and youth welfare worker, social welfare supervisor, professio-
nal of elderly care, supervisor for mentally handicapped, rehabilitation supervisor, 
occupational therapist, physiotherapist;
kitchen and property personnel: nutritional manager;
administrative personnel: responsibility for a large unit’s accounting and the pre-
paration of financial statements,
responsibility for a large unit’s money transactions and the operation of subsidia-
ry cash desks.
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Pay group E (specialist duties): 

Minimum pay grade as of 1 June 2019 G24E 

The work requires, at minimum, a degree from a polytechnic/college and often a 
university degree or equivalent know-how. (If the employee has the requisite mas-
ter’s degree, the minimum pay grade 
accords with pay group F) 

The work is performed independently, based on planned operations or the specia-
list position, and may entail operational, financial or personnel responsibilities. 

Example jobs:
health and service personnel: supervisory duties or specialist duties requiring 
theoretical mastery of the field, head/charge nurse/supervisor in charge (supervi-
sory position), manager of day-care centre/children’s home, social worker, social 
therapist;
kitchen and property personnel: kitchen and property duties that are more deman-
ding and entail more responsibility than the previously mentioned pay groups;
administrative personnel: responsibility for the operation and financial manage-
ment of the entire office in other than small units.

Pay group F (demanding specialist duties): 

Minimum pay grade as of 1 June 2019 G27F 

The work requires a university degree or equivalent know-how.

The work is performed independently, based on operational management or the 
specialist position, and entails significant operational, financial or personnel res-
ponsibilities
with profit responsibility.

Example jobs:
health and service personnel: demanding managerial duties or particularly de-
manding specialist duties requiring theoretical mastery of the field, manager of 
day-care centre/children’s home, head/charge nurse/supervisor in charge, head 
social worker (a supervisory position in the aforementioned duties and profit res-
ponsibility in large units).
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Metropolitan Area
Pay group G scale 0 years 5 years 8 years 11 years
 G12 1763,19 1827,58 1894,96 1963,21
A G12A 1774,85 1838,98 1905,27 1973,57
 G13 1834,41 1904,77 1975,60 2047,56
 G14 1847,41 1919,15 1991,44 2064,13
 G15 1855,70 1928,29 2001,23 2074,24
 G16 1881,19 1954,92 2029,12 2104,53
B G16B 1882,68 1955,79 2029,46 2103,55
 G17 1979,51 2057,69 2137,46 2217,99
 G18 1994,00 2072,91 2153,46 2235,58
 G19 2009,59 2090,07 2171,93 2255,81
C G19C 2017,30 2096,97 2178,26 2260,34
 G20 2049,33 2132,17 2217,41 2304,71
 G21 2232,46 2326,27 2421,92 2520,56
 G22 2249,39 2344,89 2443,40 2546,70
D G22D 2275,07 2370,67 2468,16 2568,68
 G23 2370,07 2474,15 2583,40 2688,96
 G24 2390,70 2500,96 2607,36 2718,85
E G24E 2436,34 2548,70 2657,14 2770,76
 G25 2517,22 2629,97 2747,77 2865,86
 G26 2667,09 2791,75 2918,83 3045,72
 G27 2691,87 2818,43 2945,99 3074,03
F G27F 2718,01 2845,05 2974,55 3103,85
 G28 2768,29 2900,54 3032,81 3165,05
 G29 2960,65 3102,55 3244,18 3386,05
 G30 3285,28 3442,56 3599,80 3757,54
 G31 3455,02 3620,71 3786,88 3952,28
 G32 3685,14 3861,92 4039,74 4217,82

Finland outside the metropolitan area 
Pay group G scale 0 years 5 years 8 years 11 years
 G12 1749,04 1812,83 1879,09 1946,76
A G12A 1760,61 1824,19 1889,37 1957,05
 G13 1810,16 1878,70 1948,50 2019,16
 G14 1822,94 1892,79 1964,04 2035,27
 G15 1840,76 1912,22 1984,45 2056,53
B G15B 1857,74 1928,92 2001,54 2074,12
 G16 1865,50 1938,59 2012,13 2086,55
 G17 1952,16 2029,19 2107,22 2186,64
 G18 1966,43 2044,14 2123,02 2203,94
C G18C 1989,44 2067,93 2147,45 2228,39
 G19 1992,80 2072,29 2153,39 2236,54
 G20 2032,20 2113,98 2198,46 2285,03
 G21 2201,20 2293,70 2387,91 2485,19
 G22 2217,87 2312,00 2409,09 2510,96
D G22D 2243,22 2337,48 2433,49 2532,64
 G23 2336,67 2439,28 2546,96 2650,99
 G24 2370,36 2479,65 2585,15 2695,72
E G24E 2415,61 2526,99 2634,50 2747,18
 G25 2495,82 2607,54 2724,37 2841,40
 G26 2629,79 2752,69 2877,97 3003,03
 G27 2668,90 2794,38 2920,87 3047,80
F G27F 2680,00 2805,23 2932,90 3060,36
 G28 2744,67 2875,81 3006,93 3138,01
 G29 2935,40 3076,05 3216,46 3357,11
 G30 3257,24 3413,11 3569,01 3725,42
 G31 3425,50 3589,74 3754,49 3918,28
 G32 3653,63 3828,85 4005,01 4181,48

G PAY SCALE FOR SOCIAL SERVICE SECTOR, 1 August 2020
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Metropolitan Area
Pay group G scale 0 years 5 years 8 years 11 years
 G12 1789,64 1854,99 1923,38 1992,66
A G12A 1801,47 1866,56 1933,85 2003,17
 G13 1861,93 1933,34 2005,23 2078,27
 G14 1875,12 1947,94 2021,31 2095,09
 G15 1883,54 1957,21 2031,25 2105,35
 G16 1909,41 1984,24 2059,56 2136,10
B G16B 1910,92 1985,13 2059,90 2135,10
 G17 2009,20 2088,56 2169,52 2251,26
 G18 2023,91 2104,00 2185,76 2269,11
 G19 2039,73 2121,42 2204,51 2289,65
C G19C 2047,56 2128,42 2210,93 2294,25
 G20 2080,07 2164,15 2250,67 2339,28
 G21 2265,95 2361,16 2458,25 2558,37
 G22 2283,13 2380,06 2480,05 2584,90
D G22D 2309,20 2406,23 2505,18 2607,21
 G23 2405,62 2511,26 2622,15 2729,29
 G24 2426,56 2538,47 2646,47 2759,63
E G24E 2472,89 2586,93 2697,00 2812,32
 G25 2554,98 2669,42 2788,99 2908,85
 G26 2707,10 2833,63 2962,61 3091,41
 G27 2732,25 2860,71 2990,18 3120,14
F G27F 2758,78 2887,73 3019,17 3150,41
 G28 2809,81 2944,05 3078,30 3212,53
 G29 3005,06 3149,09 3292,84 3436,84
 G30 3334,56 3494,20 3653,80 3813,90
 G31 3506,85 3675,02 3843,68 4011,56
 G32 3740,42 3919,85 4100,34 4281,09

Finland outside the metropolitan area 
Pay group G-luokka 0 years 5 years 8 years 11 years
 G12 1775,28 1840,02 1907,28 1975,96
A G12A 1787,02 1851,55 1917,71 1986,41
 G13 1837,31 1906,88 1977,73 2049,45
 G14 1850,28 1921,18 1993,50 2065,80
 G15 1868,37 1940,90 2014,22 2087,38
B G15B 1885,61 1957,85 2031,56 2105,23
 G16 1893,48 1967,67 2042,31 2117,85
 G17 1981,44 2059,63 2138,83 2219,44
 G18 1995,93 2074,80 2154,87 2237,00
C G18C 2019,28 2098,95 2179,66 2261,82
 G19 2022,69 2103,37 2185,69 2270,09
 G20 2062,68 2145,69 2231,44 2319,31
 G21 2234,22 2328,11 2423,73 2522,47
 G22 2251,14 2346,68 2445,23 2548,62
D G22D 2276,87 2372,54 2469,99 2570,63
 G23 2371,72 2475,87 2585,16 2690,75
 G24 2405,92 2516,84 2623,93 2736,16
E G24E 2451,84 2564,89 2674,02 2788,39
 G25 2533,26 2646,65 2765,24 2884,02
 G26 2669,24 2793,98 2921,14 3048,08
 G27 2708,93 2836,30 2964,68 3093,52
F G27F 2720,20 2847,31 2976,89 3106,27
 G28 2785,84 2918,95 3052,03 3185,08
 G29 2979,43 3122,19 3264,71 3407,47
 G30 3306,10 3464,31 3622,55 3781,30
 G31 3476,88 3643,59 3810,81 3977,05
 G32 3708,43 3886,28 4065,09 4244,20

G PAY SCALE FOR SOCIAL SERVICE SECTOR, 1 July 2021
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Metropolitan Area
Pay group G scale 0 years 5 years 8 years 11 years
 G12 1789,64 1854,99 1923,38 1992,66
A G12A 1821,29 1888,96 1955,12 2025,20
 G13 1861,93 1933,34 2005,23 2078,27
 G14 1875,12 1947,94 2021,31 2095,09
 G15 1883,54 1957,21 2031,25 2105,35
 G16 1909,41 1984,24 2059,56 2136,10
B G16B 1931,94 2008,95 2082,56 2158,59
 G17 2009,20 2088,56 2169,52 2251,26
 G18 2023,91 2104,00 2185,76 2269,11
 G19 2039,73 2121,42 2204,51 2289,65
C G19C 2088,51 2151,83 2226,41 2305,72
 G20 2088,51 2164,15 2250,67 2339,28
 G21 2265,95 2361,16 2458,25 2558,37
 G22 2283,13 2380,06 2480,05 2584,90
D G22D 2355,38 2432,70 2522,72 2620,25
 G23 2405,62 2511,26 2622,15 2729,29
 G24 2426,56 2538,47 2646,47 2759,63
E G24E 2522,35 2615,39 2715,88 2826,38
 G25 2554,98 2669,42 2788,99 2908,85
 G26 2707,10 2833,63 2962,61 3091,41
 G27 2732,25 2860,71 2990,18 3120,14
F G27F 2813,96 2919,50 3040,30 3166,16
 G28 2813,96 2944,05 3078,30 3212,53
 G29 3005,06 3149,09 3292,84 3436,84
 G30 3334,56 3494,20 3653,80 3813,90
 G31 3506,85 3675,02 3843,68 4011,56
 G32 3740,42 3919,85 4100,34 4281,09

Finland outside the metropolitan area 
Pay group G scale 0 years 5 years 8 years 11 years
 G12 1775,28 1840,02 1907,28 1975,96
A G12A 1806,68 1873,77 1938,80 2008,26
 G13 1837,31 1906,88 1977,73 2049,45
 G14 1850,28 1921,18 1993,50 2065,80
 G15 1868,37 1940,90 2014,22 2087,38
B G16B 1906,35 1981,34 2053,91 2128,39
 G17 1981,44 2059,63 2138,83 2219,44
 G18 1995,93 2074,80 2154,87 2237,00
C G19C 2059,67 2122,04 2194,92 2273,13
 G20 2062,68 2145,69 2231,44 2319,31
 G21 2234,22 2328,11 2423,73 2522,47
 G22 2251,14 2346,68 2445,23 2548,62
D G22D 2322,41 2398,64 2487,28 2583,48
 G23 2371,72 2475,87 2585,16 2690,75
 G24 2405,92 2516,84 2623,93 2736,16
E G24E 2500,88 2593,10 2692,74 2802,33
 G25 2533,26 2646,65 2765,24 2884,02
 G26 2669,24 2793,98 2921,14 3048,08
 G27 2708,93 2836,30 2964,68 3093,52
F G27F 2774,60 2878,63 2997,73 3121,80
 G28 2785,84 2918,95 3052,03 3185,08
 G29 2979,43 3122,19 3264,71 3407,47
 G30 3306,10 3464,31 3622,55 3781,30
 G31 3476,88 3643,59 3810,81 3977,05
 G32 3708,43 3886,28 4065,09 4244,20

G PAY SCALE FOR SOCIAL SERVICE SECTOR, 1 September 2021
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PROCEDURES FOR LOCAL 
AGREEMENT 

Section 1 

Local agreements on derogations from the regulations of the valid collective 
agreement can be made in accordance with this agreement. A local agreement 
can be made within the framework provided by law and the collective agreement. 

a) In accordance with the procedural rules of this agreement, an agreement 
can be made on the sections of the collective agreement which refer to lo-
cal agreements. 

b) In financial and production-related problem situations, an agreement on fi-
nancial benefits can be made in accordance with the protocol appended to 
local agreements. 

c) Any mention on the possibility for agreements in the collective agreement 
which lack a reference to local agreements allow for agreements between 
the employer and employee without the procedural rules of this agreement. 

Section 2 

The negotiating and contracting parties can consist of the employer bound by the 
collective agreement and the shop steward or, in the absence of a shop steward, 
the employees together or a representative elected by them as well as a registered, 
company-specific employees’ association or equivalent.  

The parties to the collective agreement can also agree on local derogations to the 
collective agreement. 

The employer must appoint its own negotiator working under the appropriate cont-
ract authorisations. 

Section 3 

The proposal concerning the local agreement must indicate in writing the section 
of the collective agreement it pertains to and present the grounds for derogating 
from the collective agreement. 
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To be valid, the local agreement must be made in writing and specify whom the 
agreement concerns, which section of the collective agreement it pertains to and 
what has been agreed. 

The agreement may remain valid for a fixed term or until further notice. In the latter 
case, the agreement may be terminated with a three-month period of notice. After 
a fixed-term agreement has been valid for a year, it can always be terminated with 
a three-month period of notice. However, if the agreed arrangement is bound to a 
specific period of time, the arrangement will continue until the end of this period. 

Section 4 

A local agreement on working hours must be sent to the signatory organisations 
whose members the agreement concerns for their information. 

The parties to the collective agreement may nevertheless dispute a local agree-
ment if it agrees on matters not falling under the scope of the agreement. In such 
cases, the parties to the collective agreement may amend the local agreement or 
to declare it invalid. The amended local agreement will enter into force on the date 
agreed between the parties to the collective agreement. 

Section 5 

This agreement is valid as part of the collective agreement between the signato-
ry organisations and will terminate without a separate notice when the collective 
agreement comes to an end. Any valid local agreement will nevertheless remain 
valid as agreed. 

Section 6 

Any disputes concerning the interpretation of this agreement and the interpreta-
tion of any local agreements based on this agreement are to be resolved in the 
same manner as disputes concerning the collective agreement. 

Helsinki, 23 June 2020 

SIGNATORY ORGANISATIONS 
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PROTOCOL ON LOCAL 
AGREEMENTS 

Section 1 

The signatory organisations agree that the minimum terms concerning the pay and 
other financial benefits in the collective agreement and pay agreement signed by 
parties may be derogated from locally as agreed upon in this agreement. 

The agreement may concern the following financial benefits: 

•  Holiday bonus – The agreement may concern the amount of the holiday bo-
nus, its exchange for days off and the time of its payment. 

•  Wages – An employee’s pay can be agreed to be reduced by, at maximum, 
an amount equal to the removal of the holiday bonus. However, the pay can-
not be agreed to be lower than the basic salary level in the same cost-of-li-
ving grade as the employee’s tasks. 

•  Overtime, Sunday work, Saturday work, evening and night work, stand-by 
and emergency compensation: Changes to the determination grounds or le-
vels of compensation can be agreed only by the approval of the employees’ 
organisations covered by the scope of the agreement. 

A simultaneous savings agreement pursuant to more than one section can be en-
tered into only by the approval of the employees’ organisations covered by the 
scope of the agreement. 

Section 2 

An agreement pursuant to this protocol can concern a company or a part thereof, 
and the contracting parties are the employer bound by the collective agreement 
and the shop steward or, in the absence of a shop steward, the employees toget-
her or through a representative elected by them, as well as a registered, compa-
ny-specific employees’ association. 

An employee’s approval is a prerequisite for the agreement’s entry into force with 
regard to the employee in question. However, the shop steward has the right, at the 
consent of the majority of the employees he or she represents, to agree on the ho-
liday bonus in a manner binding on all employees represented. 
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Section 3 

The agreement is subject to the existence of grounds pursuant to Chapter 5, sec-
tion 2 or Chapter 7, section 3 of the Employment Contracts Act (i.e. what are refer-
red to as financial or production-related grounds). 

The agreement cannot be made on the basis of estimates, such as budgets, alone, 
unless the grounds already exist. 

When negotiating on the agreement referred to in this protocols, the employer 
complies with the Act on Cooperation within Undertakings with regard to the pro-
vision of information required in the negotiations as well as with the cooperation 
agreement of the federations and central organisations. When necessary, the par-
ties may rely on the help of experts. 

Section 4 

The agreement referred to in this protocol is made for a fixed period of time and a 
maximum of one year at a time. 

If the agreement has been made on the condition that an employee covered by its 
scope will not be made redundant or laid off during the term of the agreement, the 
agreement will be cancelled immediately with regard to an employee made redun-
dant or laid off in breach of the agreement. 

Section 5 

The parties to the collective agreement must be notified of a local agreement pur-
suant to this protocol. 

The parties to the collective agreement have the right to dispute a local agreement 
concerning financial benefits within a month of having been notified thereof. In 
such cases, the parties to the collective agreement have the opportunity to amend 
the local agreement or to declare it invalid. The amended local agreement will en-
ter into force on the date agreed between the parties to the collective agreement. 
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Section 6 Survival agreement

The parties to the collective agreement cannot dispute or invalidate a local agree-
ment if said agreement has been made in accordance with this protocol and meets 
the following additional requirements. 

Parties

– the employer and the signatory association’s shop steward 
– an employee approves the agreement for their part

Requirements:

– Extremely weighty and exceptional financial reasons in situations where the 
agreement, together with other measures to be implemented, is necessary to 
secure the employer’s operational preconditions and jobs.  
– In the background are financial difficulties which would lead to reductions in 
the workforce on financial grounds. 
– The grounds are noted jointly and locally: 
  - the need for and dimensioning of measures 
  - effect on surviving the crisis together with other measures 
– Gaining a competitive advantage in relation to other companies in the in-
dustry are not acceptable grounds.  
– An employee who has made the agreement cannot be laid off or be made 
part-time or redundant on financial and production-related grounds during the 
validity of the agreement or within two months of its termination. 
  - If the employer acts contrary to the aforementioned regulation, the 
agreement will be cancelled with immediate effect and the employer compen-
sates the employee for the agreed saving. 
– The way in which the workplace’s management and owners commit to the 
improvement of the company’s operational preconditions must be agreed. The 
saving measures must concern the company’s management and personnel in 
equal measure.

Form and duration of the agreement

– in writing 
– if of a fixed-term, valid for no longer than a year, but in any case no longer 
than until the end of the valid collective agreement.
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The agreement may concern the following financial benefits.

– Holiday bonus – The agreement may concern the amount of the holiday bo-
nus, its exchange for days off and the time of its payment. 
– Wages – An employee’s pay can be agreed to be reduced by, at maximum, 
an amount equal to the removal of the holiday bonus. However, the pay can-
not be agreed to be lower than the basic salary level in the same cost-of-living 
grade as the employee’s tasks.

Improvement of company’s financial situation

– the agreement can be terminated in the middle of the agreement period with 
a three-month period of notice, provided that the company’s financial situati-
on is subject to unforeseen, material improvement compared to the time when 
the agreement was made.

Miscellaneous:

– the shop steward is provided with all necessary information in writing well 
in advance of the negotiations’ commencement, and the information must be 
supplemented as necessary during the negotiations 
– the shop steward has the right to consult the employer’s financial manage-
ment experts, for example.

Section 7 

In other respects, the parties abide by the procedures for local agreements. 

Helsinki, 23 June 2020 

SIGNATORY ORGANISATIONS 
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TRAINING AGREEMENT 

Section1 Training work group 

The training work groups between the signatory parties have been established for 
the purposes of implementing the union training referred to in the agreement. 

The training work group approves courses for one calendar year at a time. If neces-
sary, courses can also be approved in the middle of a calendar year. 

Prior to the decision to approve a course, the training work group is provided with 
an account on the course’s curriculum, time, venue, target group and any other in-
formation possibly requested by the training work group. Approved courses give 
the training work group a chance to monitor the teaching/coaching. 

The unions inform members of the courses approved by the training work group 
for the following year no later than two months before the start of the first course, 
whenever possible. 

Section 2 Post-graduate professional education, further 
vocational training and retraining 

When the employer provides employees with vocational training or sends emplo-
yees to training events related to their profession, the expenses arising from the 
training and the loss of regular working hours are compensated for. The training is 
deemed equal to working hours as required by the Working Hours Act.

Whenever possible, training events should be accounted for in the preparation of 
work shift schedules in such a way that a training event would not coincide with an 
employee’s day off, unless otherwise agreed.  If the training takes place outside of 
working hours, the time spent is not considered to constitute working hours, but 
employees will be compensated for any direct expenses they incur. 

If the employer has paid for a participant’s expenses in full, i.e. for food (two meals 
per a full day, one meal for a partial day) and accommodation, the employer is not 
obligated to pay daily allowances. 
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Section 3 Shared training

The shared training required by cooperation agreements is usually provided 
workplace-specifically. Cooperation training is also provided by the federations and 
central organisations of the labour market, or jointly be their membership organi-
sations, and by various cooperation bodies, such as the Centre for Occupational 
Safety. Participation in training is agreed upon workplace-specifically in a coopera-
tion body or, in the absence of such, between the employer and the shop steward. 
Participation in training is compensated for in the same way as training pursuant 
to section 2. 

4 Trade union training 

1. Retention of employment relationship and notification periods 

Employees are provided, without an interruption to the employment rela-
tionship, an opportunity to take part in training approved by the training 
work group and lasting no longer than a month, provided that the need 
for training has been jointly noted by the employer and the employee see-
king to attend the course and that the participation can take place without 
substantial adverse effects on the company. In a negative case, the shop 
steward is notified, no later than 10 prior to the start of the course, of the 
reason why granting the leave would result in substantial adverse effects. 

Shop stewards nevertheless have the right to attend, for a duration of at 
least six calendar days out of a year, courses of the right level and related to 
their cooperation duties.

Deputy shop stewards have the right to attend, for a duration of three calen-
dar days out of a year, courses of the right level and related to their coope-
ration duties.  

The training work group may deem a particular course necessary for par-
ticular persons of member companies elected to a position trust. The sig-
natory organisations emphasise particularly the usefulness of courses that 
promote local agreements. 

The signatory organisations stress that the need for training is particularly 
high with regard to new shop stewards or situations involving a company’s 
local agreements, and that this should be taken into account when gran-
ting training or educational leaves. 
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The unions consider it important in other respects, too, that shop stewards 
are reserved a chance, whenever possible, to participate in training apt 
to increase their qualifications in the performance of their duties as shop 
stewards. 

If the company prepares a training plan, union training should be agreed on 
in this training plan.

The notification concerning an intention to take part in a course must be 
made as early as possible. If the course lasts for no more than a week, the 
notification must be given three weeks before the start of the course and, 
when the course is longer, at least six weeks before the start of the course.

 Industrial safety training should be aimed at industrial safety delegates, in 
particular. 

2. Compensation 

Shop stewards, industrial safety delegates and members of industrial safe-
ty committees may take part in the courses mentioned in the previous para-
graph and approved by the training work group without a reduction to their 
actual, regular wages. 

However, with regard to shop stewards, the loss of earnings is not compen-
sated for with regard to a period longer than a month and, in terms of the 
others, with regard to a period longer than two weeks. The course being re-
lated to the participant’s cooperation duties in the company is a further pre-
requisite for compensation for the loss of earnings, as is the training being 
proven necessary in accordance with this agreement. 

In addition to shop stewards, losses of earnings are also compensated to 
the chairpersons of registered affiliated associations or workplace depart-
ments, if they work in a company with at least 100 office workers and if the 
registered affiliated association or workplace department has at least 20 
members. 

The parties note that it may be necessary for the deputy industrial safety 
delegates and the members of cooperation bodies of larger companies to 
participate in courses related to their cooperation duties. The parties re-
commend that this opportunity be given, provided that it can be arranged 
without causing substantial adverse effects on the company. 
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Section 5 Social benefits 

Participation in a trade union training event referred to in section 4 does not impair 
annual holiday, retirement or service increment benefits or any other comparable 
benefits. 

Section 6 Validity 

This agreement is valid as part of the collective agreement between the federa-
tions and central organisations. 

Helsinki, 23 June 2020 

SIGNATORY ORGANISATIONS 
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SHOP STEWARD AGREEMENT 

Introduction

The shop steward system aims to promote the proper implementation and practi-
cal application of the agreements agreed on between the parties. It aims to resolve 
disputes arising between the employer and employees with regard to the applica-
tion and interpretation of the agreements in an expedient and fast manner. Other 
key issues include dealing with issues between the employer and employees in re-
lation to employment relationships and the maintenance and promotion of good 
labour relations.

Appropriately organised and managed local negotiation procedures promote the 
workplace’s cooperation activities, the achievement of the company’s goals and 
the increase of employees’ safety and satisfaction. 

To realise the aforementioned objectives, the signatory organisations have entered 
into the following shop steward agreement: 

Sections 4(1–10), 7(2) and 8(7) of this agreement concern industrial safety 
delegates. 

Section 1 Scope of the agreement 

This agreement applies to employers covered by the scope of the collective agree-
ment for the private social services sector and their employees who belong in an 
employee union that has signed this agreement. 

Section 2 Shop steward

General

1. Shop stewards must be employees of the relevant company and familiar 
with the workplace’s conditions. They must be members of a signatory or-
ganisation to the collective agreement and work in an industry covered by 
the scope of the collective agreement.
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Shop steward

2. The terms “shop steward” refers to a shop steward, deputy shop steward, 
chief shop steward and deputy chief shop steward elected by organised 
employees bound by the collective agreement.

3. Shop stewards are elected by company employees who fall under the 
scope of the same collective agreement and are organised in a signatory 
organisation to the collective agreement or an affiliated association the-
reof. The right to a shop steward lies with a signatory organisation, but not 
its affiliated association. 

Regional or unit-specific shop stewards 

4. Employees of large or regionally decentralised companies have the right 

to elect shop stewards of the same signatory organisation as referred to 
in this agreement for the company’s independent regional or operational 
units. This can be done when the number of employees, the nature of the 
workplace and the actual shop steward’s opportunities for meeting emplo-
yees so require. The company’s cooperation system may also be taken into 
account.

The number and operational areas of shop stewards are agreed on compa-
ny-specifically, taking into account the aforementioned points and the ope-
rational conditions, such as the principles of time use pursuant to section 7. 
The agreement is made between the company and a signatory organisation 
or the shop steward authorised by the signatory organisation.

Regional shop steward systems must ensure the shop steward’s factual 
chances of managing the duties of a shop steward. Shop stewards must 
have an opportunity to familiarise themselves with the offices and units of 
their area, visit the units they represent and maintain a dialogue with the 
employees they represent. A shop steward’s factual chance of managing 
the duties involved delimits the size of the area and the number of the units 
represented.

Application instructions for agreeing on the shop steward system of a lar-
ge or regionally decentralised company as referred to in section 2(4) of the 
shop steward agreement.

These instructions aim to promote the inception of an agreement:
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– A large or regionally decentralised employer is obligated, without undue de-
lay, to agree on a shop steward system when the conditions of section 2(4) 
of the shop steward agreement are met and when a signatory organisation to 
the collective agreement representing employees or a shop steward authori-
sed by one so suggest.

– An employer may also initiate negotiations on the matter.

– All parties to the matter must investigate what the operational conditions of 
the shop stewards of the signatory organisation in question are and the re-
gional division within the framework of which the shop stewards have a fac-
tual opportunity to take care of their duties.

– The negotiations are held separately with each signatory organisation or the 
shop steward authorised by them.

– A shop steward’s operational conditions and thereby the regional division is 
impacted by, among other things, the number of the employees and opera-
ting units represented as well as the extent of the geographical area. The 
area may also be a specific unit. 

– The shop steward system must be agreed on well in advance of the shop 
steward election, so that the election can be organised in accordance with 
the agreed regional division. 

– The objective is to reach an understanding on the operational conditions and 
a suitable regional division. 

– If an understanding on the shop steward system is not reached, the emplo-
yer and the employees’ signatory organisation or a representative authorised 
by the signatory organisation must make a record of their own proposal on 
the regional divisions and operational conditions as well as the grounds for 
them. In such a case, the parties may refer the matter to their unions or fede-
rations. 

– For as long as there is no agreement on the shop stewards’ regional divisions 
and operational conditions, the previously approved agreement or earlier 
practice applies. An agreement may also be made on the use of a unit-speci-
fic shop steward system. 

– The election of a shop steward can be carried out at the workplace.
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Chief shop steward

5. “Chief shop steward” means a company-specific shop steward covered by 
the scope of the industry of the collective agreement whose sphere of ope-
rations includes several regional or unit-specific shop stewards of the same 
signatory organisation. 

6. In companies where several regional or unit-specific shop stewards of the 
same signatory organisation have been elected, one of them can be ap-
pointed chief shop steward, or a separate election of and election method 
for chief shop steward can be agreed on.

7. The chief shop steward acts as the representative of the employees of their 
signatory organisation in local negotiations with the employer concerning 
all of the company’s jobs. 

8. If no chief shop steward has been elected and several shop stewards of the 
same signatory organisation have been elected for different workplaces, a 
company-specific agreement can be made on one of the shop stewards ac-
ting as the employees’ representative in local negotiations with the emplo-
yer when the matter concerns all of the jobs in the company. In such cases, 
the employer is informed which of the shop stewards handles tasks of this 
kind. 

Deputy shop steward

9. Shop stewards are elected deputies; the deputies act as the shop stewards’ 
substitutes when the shop stewards are indisposed. During such times, the 
deputy shop steward has the shop steward’s rights and obligations. The 
employer must be informed when a deputy shop steward is acting as a 
substitute for the shop steward. 

Situations involving change

10. When the operations of the company or an operational unit thereof contract 
or expand materially in size, or in connection with a transfer of business, 
merger, incorporation or a comparable organisational change of a material 
nature, the size of the shop steward organisation is brought to correspond 
to the changed size and structure of the company or its operational unit, in 
accordance with the principles of this agreement. 
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Section 3 Election and notifications of shop steward 

1. The election of a shop steward can be carried out at the workplace. All 
employees organised with a signatory organisation must be reserved a 
chance to participate in the election. The organisation and execution of the 
election may nevertheless not disturb work. 

2. The election times and places must be agreed upon with the employer no 
later than seven days prior to the election’s execution. 

3. The execution of the election is primarily the responsibility of the shop 
steward or, should the shop steward be indisposed, their deputy. The time 
they spend in the execution of the election is deemed time spent in the du-
ties of a shop steward. 

4. The shop steward will inform the employer of the elected shop stewards 
in writing, under authorisation provided by the organisation. The employer 
must also be informed in writing about the resignation or dismissal of a 
shop steward. 

5. The shop steward has the right, upon request, to receive written informati-
on from the employer on who acts as the employer’s representative with re-
gard to personnel group represented by the shop steward. 

Section 4 Position of shop steward 

1. In their employment relationship with the employer, shop stewards are in a 
position equal to all other employees. Shop stewards are obligated to per-
sonally comply with the general terms of work, working hours, the orders of 
management and the workplace’s regulations, unless otherwise specified in 
this agreement. 

2. A shop steward’s opportunities to develop and advance in their profession 
may not be impaired due to the task of shop steward. 

3. An employee acting as shop steward may not, when they are carrying out 
this duty or because of this duty, be transferred to a job which pays less 
than the job the shop steward was in when elected shop steward. Nor may 
they be transferred to a less demanding job. 

A shop steward may not be subjected to pressure or dismissed from their 
job due to their role as shop steward. 
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4. If the actual job of a chief shop steward impedes the performance of their 
duties as shop steward, they must, insofar as possible, be provided with ot-
her work. In such cases, attention is paid to the conditions of the company 
or its operational unit and the professional skills of the shop steward. The 
arrangement may result in a lowering of their earnings. 

5. The wage development of a shop steward who has been entirely relieved of 
their job must correspond with the wage development occurring in the com-
pany. 

6. If the company’s workforce is downsized or laid off due to financial or pro-
duction-related reasons, the order followed must be of the kind which ensu-
res that the shop steward is the last employee targeted by such measures. 
If the shop steward cannot be offered work that accords with their occupa-
tion or qualifications, this regulation may be derogated from.

Should a shop steward deem that they have been made redundant or laid off in 
contradiction to the aforementioned regulations, they have the right to re-
quest that the matter be resolved between the organisations. 

7. The employment contract of a shop steward cannot be terminated due 
to grounds related to the shop steward’s person without compliance with 
Chapter 7, section 10, subsection 1 of the Employment Contracts Act, 
which requires the consent of a majority of employees. This is investigated 
by a signatory organisation party to the collective agreement. 

8. A shop steward’s employment relationship may not be cancelled contrary 
to the Employment Contracts Act.

When assessing the grounds for cancelling a shop steward’s employment 
contract, the shop steward may not be placed in a position inferior to other 
employees. 

9. In the event that the employment contract of a shop steward is cancel-
led and the shop steward contests the cancellation, the employer pays an 
amount equal to the salary of one month, provided that the relevant procee-
dings are instituted within four weeks of the employment contract’s cancel-
lation.

10. The regulations of sections 1–9 also apply to industrial safety delegates. 
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Chief shop steward’s subsequent protection 

The regulations of sections 1–9 must be applied to an employee who has 
acted as a chief shop steward for a further six months after their task as 
chief shop steward has come to an end. 

Notice of termination 

A shop steward is notified of the termination of an employment relation-
ship on grounds related to the person no later than a month before the be-
ginning of the period of notice pursuant to the collective agreement. The 
notice concerning the termination of the employment relationship must in-
dicate the reason for it. The employer shall also notify the employee organi-
sation of the notice of termination. 

Compensation

If the employment contract of a shop steward has been terminated in 
breach of this agreement, the employer must pay a salary of at least 3 mon-
ths and at most 30 months as compensation. The compensation must be 
determined according to the same grounds as provided in Chapter 12, sec-
tion 2 of the Employment Contracts Act. The fact that rights granted by this 
agreement have been breached must be accounted for as a factor increa-
sing the compensation.

If a court finds that conditions for continuing the employment relation-
ship or the restitution of an employment relationship that has already en-
ded exist, and the employment relationship is nevertheless not continued, 
the failure to do so must be accounted for as a particularly weighty reason 
when determining the amount of the compensation.

The signatory organisations note that, according to the labour market’s 
standard practice, the minimum compensation for the termination of a 
shop steward’s employment relationship contrary to the shop steward 
agreement is the salary for 10 months, unless there are particularly weighty 
grounds for a lower compensation.

Section 5 Tasks of a shop steward 

1. A shop steward’s principal task is to act as the representative of employees 
organised under the relevant signatory organisation to the collective agree-
ment in matters pertaining to the application of the collective agreement. 
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2. The shop steward represents the aforementioned employees in matters 
concerning the application of work legislation and, generally, in issues re-
lated to relations between the employer and employees and the company’s 
development. 

3. The shop steward is also tasked with contributing to the maintenance and 
development of the negotiations and cooperation between the company 
and its personnel.

Section 6 Shop steward’s right to receive information 

1. If uncertainty or disagreements arise with regard to employees’ salaries 
or some other issues related to the employment relationship, the shop 
steward must be provided with all information with a bearing on the investi-
gation into the case in question. 

2. The shop steward is entitled to receive, in writing or in some other agreed 
form, the following details of the company’s employees represented by the 
shop steward: 

1. The employee’s first name and last name and workplace.

2. The date on which new employees and employees who have been 
made redundant or whose employment relationship has been chan-
ged into a part-time employment relationship and employees who 
have been laid off entered into service. In terms of fixed-term emplo-
yment relationships, the shop steward is informed of the agreed du-
ration of and grounds for the employment relationship. 

3. The pay group and pay grade in which an employee or the work 
performed by the employee belongs. 

4. The number of the company’s full-time and part-time employees, 
twice a year. This also applies to employees who have worked du-
ring the past six months and are called to work separately, and other 
temporary staff. 

5. If the employer falls under the scope of the Act on Cooperation 
within Undertakings, the shop steward must also be provided with 
all information that is to be provided to the personnel’s representati-
ve in accordance with the aforementioned Act.  
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6. Material information related to negotiations involving local agree-
ments in advance, to allow for sufficient familiarisation with the ma-
terial. On request, the equivalent, necessary additional information 
during the negotiations. On request, a chance to hear experts in the 
service of the company who are material in terms of the local agree-
ment negotiations and, when so agreed, other experts as well. 

3. The shop steward has the right to receive the information referred to in sub-
sections 1 and 3 once a year, when the sector’s collective agreement has 
been made, and, after the changes attributable to this have been effected 
in the company, information about the employees in an employment rela-
tionship with the company during this time. Regarding new employees, the 
shop steward has the right to receive the information mentioned in subsec-
tions 1–3 at least every quarter of the year. 

Upon their request, the shop steward will be provided with an account of 
the kind of information collected in connection with hiring. 

If several shop stewards, pursuant to section 2 above, have been elected in 
the company, the unions can agree on the principles according to which the 
information is divided between the shop stewards. 

4. The shop steward has the same right as a shop steward referred to in le-
gislation to study a list of emergency and Sunday work, as well as overtime, 
and the increased wages paid for them. 

5. Shop stewards must ensure the confidentiality of the information they have 
received on the aforementioned grounds for the purpose of the carrying out 
their duties. 

7 Section 7 Exemption from work granted to shop steward and 
industrial safety delegate 

1. Shop stewards are reserved enough exemption from work for them to be 
able to carry out their duties as shop steward. This means accounting for 
the number of employees represented, the location of units, the company’s 
cooperation system, the extent of the cooperation activities and any chan-
ges to the personnel’s position brought about by business operations. The 
adequacy is assessed at necessary intervals upon request and especially 
in connection with significant changes occurring in the company or shop 
steward activities. 
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The signatory organisations emphasise that local agreements, and particu-
larly the related preparations, usually require an exemption from work that 
is clearly more extensive than what is normally required. 

The employer and shop steward agree on when the aforementioned exemp-
tion from work is granted. In this context, the parties account for the com-
pany’s operational preconditions and the possibility for performing the shop 
steward’s duties in the appropriate manner. 

Unless there are reasons for some other assessment, the exemption time 
of a shop steward is as follows, depending on the number of employees re-
presented:

Number of employees Hours of exemption per three weeks
2–4 2–6 hours
5–25 3–7 hours
26–50 7–11 hours
51–100 11–15 hours
101–200 14–20 hours
201–300 18–28 hours
301–800 26–52 hours
800– entirely exempt from work

The exemption from work does not reduce the amount of the shop steward 
compensation. 

2. An employer must exempt an industrial safety delegate of their regular tas-
ks for the purpose of carrying out the duties of an industrial safety delega-
te for such a reasonable amount of time which the industrial safety delega-
te needs to carry out said duties, unless a valid reason temporarily prevents 
such exemption. 

A determination of the time for which an industrial safety delegate must 
be exempted from their work must account for the number of the emplo-
yees they represent, the workplace’s geographic extent, the number of the 
workplaces involved and the nature of the work carried out in them, factors 
impacting the amount of the industrial safety delegate’s duties attributable to 
the organisation of work as well as other risk, hazard and workload factors 
referred to in the Occupational Safety and Health Act impacting employees’ 
safety and their physical and mental health. 
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Section 8 Loss of earnings and compensation 

1. The employer compensates shop stewards for the earnings lost by them 
when they are either engaged in local negotiations with the employer’s rep-
resentative or carrying out other activities agreed on with the employer.

A shop steward’s earnings may not decrease due to them carrying out their 
duties as shop steward. The compensation for lost earnings accounts for 
hourly increments in the same manner as in holiday pay.

 2. When the shop steward carries out work agreed with the employer outside 
their regular working hours, such time is subject to the payment of compen-
sation for overtime; alternatively, a union-specific agreement or an agree-
ment between the employer and the shop steward may specify additional 
compensation of some other kind.

Travel expenses 

3. When a shop steward travels, under orders from the employer, to carry out 
tasks agreed on with the employer, the shop steward is compensated for 
the travel expenses in accordance with the policy followed in the company. 

Shop steward compensation

4. A shop steward is paid a shop steward compensation on the basis of the 
number of the workplace’s employees represented and falling under the 
scope of the collective agreement: 

Number of employees represented € per month,  
 1 August 2020
2–4 24
5–25 47
26–50 54
51–100 65
101–200 79
201–300 119
301– 140

Chief shop steward compensation

5. The compensation of a chief shop steward elected in a large or regionally 
decentralised company (section 2(6)) is €100 as of 1 August 2020, unless 
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the shop steward compensation based on the number of employees repre-
sented by the shop steward is higher. 

Compensation of deputy shop steward

6. When a deputy shop steward carries out the tasks of the shop steward for 
at least a period of one month, the compensation is paid to the deputy ins-
tead of the shop steward.jasta hänelle.

Compensation of industrial safety delegate

7. An industrial safety delegate is paid a compensation for carrying out in-
dustrial safety tasks pursuant to the regular number of the workplace’s emp-
loyees as follows:

Number of employees represented € per month,  
 1 August 2020
20–29 25
30–100 40
101–200 55
201–300 72
301– 89

Section 9 Working conditions

Shop stewards are entitled to storage space for the documents and office supplies 
needed for their duties in such a way that only they have access to the information 
(such as cabinet that can be locked). 

Shop stewards are entitled to use their employer’s phone or mobile phone to carry 
out their duties as shop steward.

If necessary, shop stewards have the right to use, without charge, available and ap-
propriate office premises for carrying out their duties as shop stewards. They also 
have the right to use the conventional office supplies in such office premises for 
carrying out the shop steward duties. 

The concept of conventional office supplies also covers any computer devices in 
use in the company ad the community and the related software and the internet 
connection (email). Practical arrangements are agreed on locally. 
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Section 10 Training of shop stewards 

1. The unions consider it important that shop stewards are reserved a chance, 
whenever possible, to participate in training apt to increase their qualifica-
tions in the performance of their duties as shop stewards. 

When a trade union training day coincides with a day which would be an or-
dinary working day for the shop steward, the union training period is consi-
dered working hours equal to the amount of an average working day in the 
work shift schedule. 

Participation in trade union training does not reduce the right to professio-
nal training.

2. Participation in training has been agreed on in a separate training agree-
ment valid between the organisations (p. x of the collective agreement). 

3. Following the end of the shop steward duties of a chief shop steward, the 
chief shop steward and the employer together must find out whether the 
maintenance of the employee’s professional skills in terms of their former 
job or an equivalent job requires professional training. The employer orga-
nises training based on the results of investigation. When deciding on the 
content of the training, attention is paid to exemption from work, the durati-
on of the shop steward term and the changes that occurred in working met-
hods during that period of time. 

Section 11 Order of negotiations

1. Regarding questions involving the performance of work, an employee should 
immediately turn to supervisors and management. 

2. The order of negotiations is determined according to section 32 of the colle-
ctive agreement for the private social services sector. 

3. If the dispute concerns the termination of the employment relationship of a 
shop steward referred to in this agreement, local negotiations and negotiati-
on between federations and central organisations must be initiated and held 
immediately after the grounds for the termination have been contested.
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Section 12 Validity of the agreement 

This agreement is valid as part of the collective agreement between the federa-
tions and central organisations. 

Helsinki, 23 June 2020

SIGNATORY ORGANISATIONS 
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ASSOCIATION PROTOCOL TO THE 
COLLECTIVE AGREEMENT FOR 
THE PRIVATE SOCIAL SERVICES 
SECTOR
made between the Finnish Association of Private Care Providers and the Trade 
Union of Education (OAJ) 

Section 1 Scope of the agreement 

This agreement agrees on the terms of the service relationships of day-care cent-
re managers, early childhood education teachers and special needs teachers who 
meet the qualification criteria and work in private day-care centres in the emplo-
yment of the Finnish Association of Private Care Providers’ member employers. 

Section 2 Terms of the employment relationship 

The aforementioned employees are subject to the collective agreement for the pri-
vate social services sector, with the following specifications. 

Section 3 Planning of working hours at day-care centres: 

A sufficient portion of time of the working hours of an employee meeting the quali-
fication criteria referred to above (38 hours 50 minutes per week until 30 August 
2020 and 38 hours 20 minutes a week as of 31 August 2020 or the beginning of the 
work shift schedule taking effect closest to said date) is used, in accordance with 
the instructions of the day-care centre in question, in parent-teacher conferences, 
meeting parents, the joint planning of activities, other planning and preparation of 
operations as well as in house calls. 

It is generally deemed that roughly 13 per cent of the working hours of the educa-
tional personnel referred to in section 1 are spent on the planning of early child-
hood education’s and preschool education’s educational work, assessment and 
development tasks as well as the preparation of preschool and early childhood 
education plans. This is accounted for when planning the use of working hours 
and work shift schedules in day-care centres. 
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This planning, assessment and development work is carried out in accordance 
with the day-care centre’s instructions as the individual work of an educational 
staff member as referred to in section 1 and partly as team and expert cooperati-
on, accounting for early childhood education legislation and the fundaments of the 
early childhood education plan.

Part of the working hours may be spent outside the workplace as per a supervi-
sor’s more detailed instructions.

 The manager of a day-care centre involved in the teaching and education of 
groups of children must account for the time required for the management of 
the day-care centre and supervisory work when planning the use of their working 
hours. 

Work deemed as overtime must be carried out primarily at the workplace and the 
time spent on it or the amount of work done must be accounted for reliably; in ad-
dition, overtime is subject to the employer’s order. 

Section 4 Extra days off

A person meeting the qualification criteria and working in the tasks of the ma-
nager of a day-care centre, early childhood education teacher or special needs 
teacher, whose right to an annual holiday does not 
exceed the right to annual holiday pursuant to the collective agreement, is granted 
one extra day off every year for each such two holiday credit months 
which include at least 14 days at work or annual holidays. The maximum number 
of extra days off granted per year, however, is five.

The start date for the credit priod for the extra days off is determined by the emp-
loyer. The credit period can accord either with the year of operation 1 August–31 
July, the holiday credit year 1 April–31 March or a calendar year. 

What is important is that the same credit period is applied to all employees. An 
employee who has worked in the relevant job for at least a year by the end of the  
credit period is granted five extra days off. 

With the exception of annual holidays, other absences from work are not conside-
red equal to days at work when calculating the aforementioned right to days off. 

Example: If the employee came to their position on 1 December of 
the previous calendar year, they have earned three extra days off as 
referred to in this agreement by 30 June. The days off may be grant-
ed as soon as they have been earned. 
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Regarding part-time employees, the extra days off accumulate in a proportion equal 
to the employee’s working hours in proportion to regular, full-time working hours. The 
extra days off accumulated by a part-time employee are rounded up to the nearest full 
day in accordance with the rounding-off instructions. When entering days off in a work 
shift schedule in advance, the regular working hours shorten in terms of each extra 
day off (7 hours 46 minutes until 30 August 2020 and 7 hours 40 minutes as of 31 
August 2020 or the beginning of the work shift schedule taking effect closest to said 
date). In terms of days off agreed on after the work shift schedule has been drawn 
up, the working hours shorten according to the working hours entered for the day off.

The period during which the extra days off are given is decided by the employer, usu-
ally on the basis of a proposal made by the employee. The employer must neverthe-
less ensure that the days off are given.  In employment relationships valid until furt-
her notice, the days off are usually granted after the credit period.

If days off are given prior to the end of the credit period, their number may not 
exceed the number of days off accumulated by then. Days off can be given one or 
more days at a time, depending on the employer’s discretion. Days off not received 
are not compensated for in money. If the days off are not given due to the end of the 
employment relationship, for example, the employee is not entitled to compensati-
on in money. 

Section 5 Working party

A joint working party of the Finnish Association of Private Care Providers and the 
Trade Union of Education (OAJ) will examine, during the term of the collective agree-
ment and, if possible, by the end of 2021, the possible effects that the transfer of the 
collective agreement of the municipal sector’s early childhood education teachers 
may have on the terms of their employment relationships and the implementation 
schedule of such effects. 

Once the results of this examination are ready, the possible impact that the changes 
in the municipal sector will have on the content of the association protocol of the 
next collective agreement concerning the private social services sector’s early child-
hood education teachers will be negotiated.

Section 6 Good labour relations obligation

All industrial actions concerning an individual provision of this agreement or this 
agreement in full or are prohibited. .
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Section 7 Validity 

The validity of this agreement begins on 1 April 2020 and is determined in accor-
dance with the collective agreement for the private social services sector. 

Helsinki, 26 June 2020 

FINNISH ASSOCIATION OF PRIVATE CARE PROVIDERS  
TRADE UNION OF EDUCATION (OAJ)
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PROTOCOL ON COMPENSATION FOR 
TRAVEL EXPENSES AND WORKING 
HOURS IN THE PRIVATE SOCIAL 
SERVICES SECTOR IN SITUATIONS 
WHERE THE EMPLOYEE HAS 
SEVERAL WORK LOCATIONS

1. The general principles concerning the reimbursement of travel expenses 
are determined in accordance with section 17 of the collective agreement 
for the private social services sector, pursuant either to the State Travel Re-
gulations or the tax administration’s decision. 

2. If the determination of one fixed work location as the workplace is not justi-
fiable, the workplace can be agreed to cover an area within which the work 
is normally carried out. In accordance with the travel policy applied, the 
right to daily allowance or a meal allowance is born only from business 
trips that extend outside the agreed area of work. 

3. When agreeing on the area of work, the employee must nevertheless be de-
fined a place equivalent to a fixed workplace as referred to in the travel po-
licy. This can, for instance, be the location from which the employee picks 
up work orders or a location where the employee frequently works. 

4. The employee’s round-trip commute from home to the first work location 
and from the last location to home is compensated for, pursuant to the 
travel policy, insofar as the costs exceed the round-trip travel expenses 
between home and a fixed work location. 

5. Travel expenses between work locations during a workday will be compen-
sated for in accordance with the travel policy. Such transitions during the 
working day, made with the agreed vehicle/transport by the fastest route, 
are counted as working hours. 

6. This protocol is complied with as of the date of its signature in a manner 
equivalent to the valid collective agreement, and the determinations of 
workplaces pursuant to this protocol must be made without undue delay. 

Helsinki, 23 June 2020 

SIGNATORY ORGANISATIONS 
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PROTOCOL ON THE APPLICATION 
OF THE COLLECTIVE AGREEMENT 
FOR THE PRIVATE SOCIAL SER-
VICES SECTOR WHEN SUBSTITU-
TING FOR A FAMILY CARER 
The signatory organisations note that the family carer of a senior citizen, disabled 
or ill person cared for at home is, pursuant to section 27 a of the Social Welfare 
Act and the decree on subsidising dependent care, entitled to occasional days off. 
Such cases require the arrangement of substitutes. 

If the substitutes are arranged by an employer complying with the collective agree-
ment for the private social services sector, the normal starting point is to apply the 
industry’s collective agreement to the substitute carer. However, periods of subs-
titution can lead to a situation where strict compliance with the working hours re-
gulations of the collective agreement in terms of the substitute carer becomes un-
reasonable with regard to the person to be cared for and/or the employee acting 
as the substitute carer. This is especially true in substitution periods that last lon-
ger than a normal shift, in which the continuous change of substitute carers over a 
single weekend, for example, is not functional with regard to the person who needs 
care and/or the employee’s long commute. 

The signatory organisations note that in longer-duration substitutions of a family 
carer that take place at the home of the person cared for, the substitute carer and 
their employer may agree on certain exceptional arrangements to working hours 
and the compensation for working hours. The objective is an agreed arrangement 
which could be considered reasonable from the perspective of both the person ca-
red for and the substitute carer. 

The possibility for such agreements is only applicable to situations in which the 
employee spends the night at the home of the person cared for.

The exceptions can be as follows:

1. The length of a shift can be agreed on in derogation of section 6 of the col-
lective agreement, as long as the regular working hours are adjusted to ac-
cord with the collective agreement over a maximum reference period of six 
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weeks. In accordance with the procedures on local agreements, the length 
of the reference period can, for exceptional reasons, be agreed to comprise 
a maximum of two six-week periods or four three-week periods. 

2. The level of the night increment can be agreed to be lower than the night 
increment pursuant to section 14 of the collective agreement. The lo-
wer-than-normal night increment can be agreed to be applicable only to the 
hours (of which there are a maximum of 6 hours per night) during which the 
employee has the right and the possibility to sleep, and during which time, 
according to family carer’s knowledge, it is only very seldom necessary to 
wake up to help the person cared for. Therefore, a normal night increment 
pursuant to the collective agreement – which is 40% of the basic hourly sa-
lary – is paid for at least the hours between 9:00 p.m. and 12 (midnight). 

The entire time during which the employee is, according to the work shift schedule, 
obligated to stay at the home of the person cared for, is counted as working hours. 

The agreement’s entry into force requires it to be sent to the relevant parties to the 
collective agreement. This allows said parties to contest the agreement if it has 
been made contrary to principles explained in the previous paragraphs. The unions 
and federations will monitor the situation for the duration of the term of the agree-
ment and provide application instructions when necessary. 

Helsinki, 23 June 2020 

SIGNATORY ORGANISATIONS 
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PROTOCOL ON THE APPLICATION 
OF THE COLLECTIVE AGREEMENT 
FOR THE PRIVATE SOCIAL 
SERVICES SECTOR TO THE 
PERSONAL ASSISTANTS OF 
DISABLED PERSONS 
The signatory organisations note that the collective agreement for the private so-
cial services sector must be applied when a company, organisation, foundation or 
an equivalent operator provides personal assistant services for the disabled pursu-
ant to the Disabled Services Act. .

Wages

The work of personal assistants is subject to the pay agreement and 
pay grouping of the social services sector. The work of a personal 
assistant falls primarily under pay group A, B or C, depending on the 
competence, training and independence required by the job

This protocol aims to clarify the application of the collective agreement’s key wor-
king hours regulations and allow for agreements on exceptionally long shifts.  

Form of working hours

Based on the nature of the work, personal assistance is subject to period-based 
working hours as referred to in section 6(4) of the collective agreement

Use of work shift schedules

A work shift schedule of the work shifts is prepared in advance for the reference 
period. This work shift schedule must be made available to the assistant no later 
than a week before the schedule becomes applicable. 

If the employer and employee have agreed that the assistant’s working hours va-
ry according to the work situation, the shifts which are known at the time the work 
shift schedule is prepared are entered in it. Additional shifts can be agreed on after 
this. According to Chapter 2, section 5 of the Employment Contracts Act, when an 
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employer needs additional workers for tasks suitable for the employer’s part-time 
employees, the employer must offer these jobs to the part-time employees.

The length of the reference period is a single work shift schedule – i.e. 3–6 weeks 
– unless there is a local agreement, pursuant to section 6(9) of the collective 
agreement, on a reference period the length of which covers several work shift 
schedules. The signatory organisations recommend that work shift schedules be 
prepared for either 3 or 6 weeks

Counting hours as working hours

The entire time during which the assistant is, during the work shift schedule or af-
ter the schedule’s completion, in accordance with the agreed shifts, obligated to 
stay with the assisted person, is counted as working hours. However, in trip, camp 
and travel situations pursuant to section 6(17) of the collective agreement, and in 
equivalent circumstances, the possibilities for agreement provided in the section 
can be applied. 

Change or cancellation of a shift

If a shift entered in the work shift schedule cannot be realised due to an unfore-
seen reason (such as the customer postponing or cancelling the planned shift), the 
employer should aim to agree on the change to the work shift schedule with the 
assistant, in accordance with section 6(8) of the collective agreement. If the emp-
loyer and assistant fail to reach an agreement over the change, the employer can 
give an order on the change to the work shift schedule in accordance with said se-
ction. 

If the change or cancellation of the shift occurs on the basis of the employer’s or-
der, the assistant is entitled to receive their basic salary for at least the hours pur-
suant to the planned work shift schedule. Hourly increments (evening, night, Satur-
day and Sunday increments) are paid according to the times of the hours worked.

Application instructions: The employer and employee will aim to 
agree on a new time for a cancelled shift. The employer must apply 
its ultimate authority in terms of the time, offering various alterna-
tives. An employee may remain without pay due to an unforeseen 
change in shifts in the event that the employee turns down all new ti-
mes possible and suitable from the employer’s point of view. 

If the shift is cancelled by the employer, the new shift offered in lieu 
of the cancelled one must be given at the same time the cancellati-
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on is made. The effected change must concern the same work shift 
schedule from which the original shift is cancelled. If a new shift can-
not be offered in lieu of the cancelled one, the cancelled shift is subje-
ct to pay in accordance with the protocol.

Agreeing on exceptionally long shifts

The personal assistance provided to disabled persons involves situations in which 
strict adherence to the collective agreement’s working hours regulations would 
make the functional arrangement of assisting activities considerably more diffi-
cult. 

In relation to situations in which there is a need for assistance for a longer period 
of time, the assistant and their employer can agree on exceptional arrangements 
to working hours. The objective is an agreed arrangement which can be conside-
red reasonable from the perspective of both the assisted person and the assistant. 
The exception can be of the following kind:

The length of a shift can be agreed on in derogation of section 6 of 
the collective agreement, as long as the regular working hours are 
adjusted to accord with the collective agreement over the applied 
reference period.

The signatory organisations recommend that the agreement concerning exceptio-
nally long shifts be sent to the parties to the collective agreement whose members 
the agreement concerns. The unions will monitor the situation and provide applica-
tion instructions when necessary. 

The entry into force of this protocol

This protocol supplementing the collective agreement for the private social ser-
vices sector enters into force as of the date of its signature and will remain valid in 
the same manner as the collective agreement.

Helsinki, 23 June 2020

SIGNATORY ORGANISATIONS
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APPENDIX: ANNUAL HOLIDAY 
PROVISION OF THE COLLECTIVE 
AGREEMENT FOR THE PRIVATE 
SOCIAL SERVICES SECTOR WHEN 
TRANSFERRING FROM THE SIX 
WORKING DAYS PER WEEK HOLIDAY 
CALCULATION PURSUANT TO 
THE ANNUAL HOLIDAYS ACT TO A 
HOLIDAY CALCULATION OF FIVE 
HOLIDAYS PER WEEK.

Section 18 Annual holiday

Accumulation of annual holiday

Instead of the calculation of working days (6 per week) pursuant to the An-
nual Holidays Act, annual holidays to be earned as of 1 April 2022 will be 
subject to the calculation of holidays (5 per week), unless earlier validity is 
decided on employer-specifically. 

Examples: 
For the holiday credit year 1 April 2021–31 March 2022, holidays 
are earned according to the previous calculation of six working days 
and granted as working days (six working days a week for the holi-
day season of 2022 and the following winter holiday season) or paid, 
when an employment relationship comes to an end, as a holiday 
compensation pursuant to the six-working-days-a-week rule, unless 
earlier validity of the new provision has been decided on emplo-
yer-specifically.

For the holiday credit year 1 April 2022–31 March 2023, holidays are 
earned according to the five-holidays-a-week rule and granted as holi-
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days (five holidays a week) or paid, when an employment relationship 
comes to an end, as a holiday compensation pursuant to the five-ho-
lidays-a-week rule.

If an employee on 1 May 2023 still has holidays earned according to the six-
day rule prior to 1 April 2022, such holidays will be converted to holidays ac-
cording with the five-day rule on 1 May 2023, pursuant to subsection 3 of the 
section.

Days from Monday through Friday are holidays, excluding public holidays as 
referred to in section 7 of the collective agreement.

Unless otherwise provided in this section 18 of the collective agreement, the 
Annual Holidays Act is nevertheless applied in other respects in such a way 
that the 12, 18 and 24 working days related to the division and carrying over 
of annual holidays as referred to in section 21 and section 27 of the Annual 
Holidays Act mean 10, 15 and 20 holidays when converted into holidays.

2. Employees earn annual holidays for each full holiday credit month as fol-
lows: 

a) Holiday schedule A is applied if the employment relationship with the cur-
rent employer has continued without interruption for less than a year by the 
end of March. 

b) Holiday schedule B is applied if the employment relationship with the cur-
rent employer has continued without interruption for at least a year by the 
end of March. 

c) Holiday schedule C is applied if the employee, by the end of March, has at 
least 15 years of service time entitling them to a service increment. 

d) Annual extra holidays: 
An employee is subject to the bottom row of each schedule containing extra 
holidays if they have, by the end of March, at least three years of service ti-
me entitling them to the service increment in a directly continued emplo-
yment relationship with the current employer (in accordance with Chapter 
1, section 5 of the Employment Contracts Act, several consecutive fixed-
term employment relationships with only short interruptions in between 
are regarded as a continuous employment relationship) or, in total, as at 
least 10 years of service time entitling the employee to a service incre-
ment. 
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A prerequisite for the annual extra holidays is that the employee has earned 
annual holidays for at least six months during the holiday credit year. 

Full holiday credit months 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
Holidays 2 4 5 7 9 10 12 14 15 17 19 20
Holidays + extra holidays      13 15 16 18 20 21 23

Holiday schedule A

Holiday schedule B

Full holiday credit months 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
Holidays 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 20 21 24 25
Holidays + extra holidays      15 18 20 22 24 26 28

Example: The employment relationship of an employee with less 
than 15 years of experience in the field began on 1 January 2023.  
For the holiday credit year 1 April 2022–31 March 2023 they are sub-
ject to holiday schedule A.  
As of 1 April 2023, they are subject to holiday schedule B, as long as 
the employment relationship lasts for at least a year. 

Holiday schedule C

Full holiday credit months 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
Holidays 3 5 8 10 13 15 18 20 23 25 28 30
Holidays + extra holidays      18 20 23 25 28 30 33

Example: The employee’s work experience entitling them to the 
15-year service increment will be fulfilled on 1 September 2022. 
The employee will begin earning holidays in accordance with holiday 
schedule C as of 1 April 2022. 

Example: The employment relationship of an employee with more 
than 15 years of work experience entitling them to a service incre-
ment began on 1 January 2023. The employee will begin earning holi-
days in accordance with holiday schedule C immediately. 

Right to extra holidays carrying over from 1993:  
An employee who has been in the employment of their current emp-
loyer on 31 October 1993 and who had a total of at least 15 years 
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of service time entitling them to a service increment on 31 March 
1994, retains their right to each number of holidays earned for 6–12 
months to be increased by five extra holidays instead of the extra 
holiday row in holiday schedule C. The extension of holidays can be 
agreed on locally.

The conversion of holiday rights or carried-over holidays of a higher level than 
the collective agreement: 

3. A holiday right and carried-over holidays of a higher level than this collective 
agreement applied to an employee are converted to the five-days-per-week holi-
day calculation from the six days per week working-day calculation in accordan-
ce with the following schedule.  
The portion of holidays exceeding the schedule are converted by multiplying the 
holiday right by 0.85. 
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1 1
2 2
3 3
4 4
5 5
6 5
7 6
8 7
9 8
10 9
11 10
12 10
13 11
14 12
15 13
16 14
17 15
18 15
19 16
20 17
21 18
22 19
23 20
24 20
25 21
26 22
27 23
28 24
29 25
30 25
31 26
32 27
33 28
34 29
35 30
36 30
37 31
38 32
39 33

number of 
holidays in the 

six-day 
calculation

number of 
holidays in the 

fi ve-day 
calculation
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The service time entitling an employee to an annual holiday

4. The service time entitling an employee to an annual holiday is deemed to 
include all service time entitling the employee to service increments pursu-
ant to section 3 of the pay agreement. 

Granting of annual holidays 

5. Any portion of a holiday in excess of five weeks is granted during the 
summer holiday or winter holiday season as determined by the employer. 
Statutory annual holidays are given according to the Annual Holidays Act. 

The summer holiday season in the Region of Lapland is 1 June–30 Sep-
tember.

Carried-over holidays 

6. The employer and employee may agree on a carried-over holiday sche-
me pursuant to section 27 of the Annual Holidays Act and section 21 of the 
Working Hours Act. A portion of 15 holidays in excess of the annual ho-
liday may be carried over. Days off given as compensation for additional 
work and overtime can be linked, in part or in full, to a carried-over holiday 
by agreement. 

Holiday pay and holiday compensation 

7. The holiday pay of an employee with a monthly salary: 

An employee with a monthly salary whose working hours include Sunday, 
evening, night or Saturday work performed during regular working hours is 
entitled to an addition equivalent to the aforementioned hour-specific incre-
ments to their holiday pay and holiday compensation. 

The hour-specific increments are accounted for in such a way that the 
holiday pay calculated on the basis of the monthly salary is raised by the 
percentage which indicates how many percentages the hour-specific inc-
rements paid during the holiday credit year make up of the actual regular 
wages paid for the same period of time. 

If the employment relationship has not yet been valid during the previous 
holiday credit year, the increased portion of the hour-specific increments is 
calculated from the entire length of the employment relationship or from a 
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period of time which indicates the average share of the increments. 

The holiday pay and holiday compensation of an employee with a monthly 
salary is calculated by using the figure 21 as the divisor and the number of 
holidays as the multiplier.

The fixed holiday pay is adjusted to the employee’s actual monthly salary in 
connection with the next salary payment in accordance with the previous 
Annual Holidays Act, whenever the combined portions of holiday pay and 
monthly salary do not correspond to the actual monthly salary.

8. The holiday pay of an employee with an hourly salary: 

The calculation of the holiday pay of employees with an hourly salary is sub-
ject to the calculation provisions of the Annual Holidays Act.  

Holiday pay based on an average daily pay 

An hourly employee falling under the scope of the 14-day earnings rule is 
subject to section 11 of the Annual Holidays Act, although in such a way that 
the following schedule is applied instead of the schedule given in the Annual 
Holidays Act.
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2 1,8
3 2,7
4 3,6
5 5,4
6 6,3
7 7,2
8 8,1
9 9
10 10,8
11 11,8
12 12,7
13 13,6
14 15,5
15 16,4
16 17,4
17 18,3
18 19,3
19 20,3
20 22,2
21 23,2
22 24,1
23 25
24 25,9
25 27,8
26 28,7
27 29,6
28 30,5
29 31,4
30 33,2
31 34,1
32 35
33 35,9

number of 
holidays multiplier

If the number of holidays is more than 33, the multiplier is increased by 1.08 
per holiday. 

Percentage-based holiday pay 

If an employee’s holiday pay or holiday compensation is determined on the 
basis of a percentage, the per cent used in the annual holiday calculation is 
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determined according to the row below the number of holidays in question 
in the following schedule. The holiday schedule applicable to the employee 
is determined as explained in subsection 2 of this section. 

If the employee earns holidays in excess of a level provided in the holiday 
schedule, the per cent indicated in the schedule is increased by 0.45% for 
each such holiday.

Full holiday credit months 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Holidays 2 4 5 7 9 10 12 14 15 17 19 20

Per cent 9 % 9 % 9 % 9 % 9 % 9 % 9 % 9 % 9 % 9 % 9 % 9 %

Holidays + extra holidays      13 15 16 18 20 21 23

Per cent      10,35 10,35 9,9 10,35 10,35 9,9 10,35

       % % % % % % %

Holiday schedule A

Full holiday credit months 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Holidays 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 20 21 24 25

Per cent 11,5 % 11,5 % 11,5 % 11,5 % 11,5 % 11,5% 11,5% 11,5 % 11,5 % 11,5 % 11,5 % 11,5 %

Holidays + extra holidays           15 18 20 22 24 26 28

Per cent           12,4 12,85 12,85 12,4 12,85 12,4 12,85

       % % % % % % %

Holiday schedule B

Full holiday credit months 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Holidays 3 5 8 10 13 15 18 20 23 25 28 30

Per cent 11,50 11,50 11,95 11,95 12,40 12,40  12,85 12,85 12,85 13,30 13,30 13,75

 % % % % % % % % % % % %

Holidays + extra holidays           18 20 23 25 28 30 33

Per cent           13,75 13,75 14,2 13,75 14,65 14,2 15,1
      % % % % % % %

Holiday schedule C

 
9. Payment of the holiday pay 

A holiday pay is paid on the payday normally applied in an employment rela-
tionship, unless the employee, no later than a month prior to their holiday, re-
quests their holiday pay to be paid in accordance with the Annual Holidays 
Act.
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(The principle applicable to holidays longer than six days pursuant to the An-
nual Holidays Act is that the holiday pay is paid prior to the start of the holi-
day and, in holidays shorter than this, on the actual payday). 

 Section 19 Holiday bonus

1. Once an employer has adopted the five-day holiday calculation pursuant to 
the appendix, employees are paid 50% of their annual holiday pay, including 
their hour-specific increments pursuant to section 18, subsection 7 or 8 of 
the appendix, as a holiday bonus. However, a holiday bonus is not paid for 
any extra holidays determined in accordance with section 18, subsection 2d 
of the appendix. 

The holiday bonus is calculated on the basis of the regular monthly salary 
in June, and paid in connection with the July payday, unless minor changes 
are made to the date of payment by the employer and employee. 

Application instructions: A minor change to the date of payment means a 
date of payment other than July during the holiday season (2 May–30 Sep-
tember).

Example: An employee has earned 25 holidays. The hour-specific in-
crements of a holiday credit year have amounted to 8% of the mon-
thly salaries of the holiday credit year. The holiday bonus is the re-
gular monthly salary for June plus 50% x 25/21 x 8% (temporary 
changes or unpaid absences are not taken into account). When an 
employment relationship comes to an end, the holiday bonus is cal-
culated on the basis of the monthly salary applicable on the date the 
relationship ends. 

If the employee’s holiday pay is calculated on the basis of a percentage or, 
in situations involving changes as referred to in section 10, subsection 4 of 
the Annual Holidays Act, on the basis a monthly salary of the holiday credit 
year, the holiday bonus is 50% of the holiday pay including hour-specific in-
crements, excluding the proportion of extra holidays determined according 
to section 18, subsection 2d.

2. The holiday bonus requires the employee to start their holiday and return 
from it on the agreed dates, unless the return from the holiday is prevented 
due to a reason mentioned in section 7 of the Annual Holidays Act or some 
other acceptable reason. 
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3. The holiday bonus is also paid for the holiday compensation, provided that 
the employment relationship has lasted for a minimum of four months wi-
thout interruptions. However, this does not apply to an employee who fails 
to comply with a period of notice or who terminates a fixed-term emplo-
yment relationship contrary to the Employment Contracts Act or whose 
employment relationship is deemed cancelled due to an absence from 
work pursuant to Chapter 8, section 3 of the Employment Contracts Act. 
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PROTOCOL ON THE REFORM OF 
THE COLLECTIVE AGREEMENT FOR 
THE PRIVATE SOCIAL SERVICES 
SECTOR
The signatory organisations have agreed on the reform of the collective agreement 
for the private social services sector as follows:

COLLECTIVE AGREEMENT FOR THE PRIVATE SOCIAL SERVICES 
SECTOR 1 April 2020–30 April 2022  

Amendments to the collective agreement valid from 1 February 2018 to 31 March 
2020 are italicised.

1. Validity of the agreement
The new collective agreement takes effect on 1 April 2020 and ends on 30 April 
2022.

2. Pay rises

General wage increases

Employees’ personal monthly salaries, hourly salaries and official salaries valid on 
31 July 2020 are raised by 1.3% as of 1 August 2020.

Employees’ personal monthly salaries, hourly salaries and official salaries valid on 
30 June 2021 are raised by 1.5% as of 1 July 2021.

Minimum raises to pay scales

The minimum levels of pay groups A–B valid on 31 August 2021 are raised as fol-
lows on 1 September 2021, with these levels being the new minimum levels: 
0 years in service increment step 1.1% 
5 years in service increment step 1.2% 
8 years in service increment step 1.1% 
11 years in service increment step 1.1% 
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The minimum levels of pay groups C–F valid on 31 August 2021 are raised as fol-
lows on 1 September 2021, with these levels being the new minimum levels:
0 years in service increment step 2% 
5 years in service increment step 1.1% 
8 years in service increment step 0.7% 
11 years in service increment step 0.5%

In the scale for the rest of Finland, group B’s minimum level G15B raises to level 
G16, becoming the minimum level of G16B, and group C’s minimum level G18C rai-
ses to level G19, becoming the minimum level of G19C.

The raises in minimum level may lead to a situation where a portion of salary paid 
to an employee monthly in addition to the minimum official salary may reduce, un-
less it is a task-specific increment pursuant to section 1, subsection 3(2) of the 
collective agreement’s pay agreement or a personal qualifications increment pur-
suant to section, subsection 4 of the collective agreement’s pay agreement. 

A euro-denominated increment agreed on separately in an employment contract to 
be paid in addition to a previous minimum official salary cannot be reduced, unless 
it is an increment attributable to a change of collective agreement (transition incre-
ment) or an increment agreed on in connection to a reducing minimum level raise.

These increments pursuant to section 1, subsection 3(2) or section 1, subsection 4 
of the pay agreement or agreed on separately in an employment contract are retain-
ed in the aforementioned manner in addition to the raised minimum level. (The euro 
denomination of euro-denominated increments is retained and the percentage of 
increments agreed on terms of percentages retained.) 

The cost effect of the aforementioned minimum-level raises throughout the scope 
of the agreement is 0.6%.

3. Shop steward compensation and compensation of industrial 
safety delegates

The compensation paid to shop stewards, chief shop stewards and industrial sa-
fety delegates are raised as of 1 August 2020 by 5% or, at minimum, in accordance 
with the schedules below.

Shop steward compensation as of 1 August 2020:
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Number of employees represented € per month
2–4  24
5–25  47
26–50  54
51–100 65
101–200 79
201–300 119
301–  140

Chief shop steward compensation: €100 as of 1 August 2020

Compensation of industrial safety delegate as of 1 August 2020:

Number of employees represented € per month
20–29  25
30–100 40
101–200 55
201–300 72
301–  89

4. Textual changes

Section 1, subsection 1 + signatures: 

The names of the signatory organisations will be changed to their valid forms: 
Hyvinvointialan Liitto is changed to Hyvinvointiala HALI Ry (the Finnish Associa-
tion of Private Care Providers), Terveys- ja Sosiaalialan Neuvottelujärjestö TSN is 
changed to Sosiaali- ja terveysalan neuvottelujärjestö Sote ry, the Trade Union for 
the Public and Welfare Sectors JHL (remains unchanged), the Union of Professio-
nal Social Workers Talentia (remains unchanged) and the Jyty-Pardia-STHL Neu-
vottelujärjestö (the negotiation organisation for the Federation of Public and Pri-
vate Sector Employees (JYTY), the Federation of Salaried Employees PARDIA and 
Suomen Terveydenhoitajaliitto (STHL)) is changed to Sosiaalipalvelualan allianssi 
Salli. 

 3 Section Start of employment relationship 

3. Fixed-term employment contracts can be made for a justified reason as 
referred to in the Employment Contracts Act. 
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3.1 The duration of a fixed-term employment contract may not, without a justified 
reason, be made for a shorter period of time than what the fixed-term need for 
workforce known to the employer is with regard to the work in question. 

3.2 A work shift schedule in accordance with chapter 6(8) of this collective 
agreement will be drawn up for fixed-term employee. 

3.3 If an employer and employee have entered into several consecutive fixed-term 
employment contracts without interruptions or with only short-term interruptions in 
between, the employment relationship is considered, in terms of the determination 
of employment benefits, to have been valid continuously as referred to in Chapter 1, 
section 5 of the Employment Contracts Act. 

Section 6 Working hours: Dropping the increase in working hours pursuant to the 
Competitiveness Pact::

Length of regular working hours
The 30-minute addition to weekly working hours based on the Competitiveness Pact 
will be abandoned as of 31 August 2020 or the beginning of the work shift schedule 
taking effect closest to said date. Until such time, the working hours pursuant to the 
previous collective agreement apply.

Period-based working hours 

4. An employee’s regular working hours in period-based work as referred to in sec-
tion 7 of the Working Hours Act – such as in early childhood education services requi-
ring night work and social services operating for the major part of a day – are, at ma-
ximum, 10 hours a day and, in night shifts, 12 hours a day, and 38 hours 50 minutes 
(as of 31 August 2020, 38 hours 20 minutes) a week. 

In emergency duty-like period-based work, in which the employee usually has a chan-
ce for rest during the shift, the maximum length of the shift may be longer, as long 
as the daily rest periods pursuant to section 25 of the Working Hours Act are met.

Minimum length of a shift 

5. Inappropriately short shifts are to be avoided. Shifts lasting less than four hours 
are not to be used at a workplace unless an employee’s needs or some other jus-
tified reason attributable to work – such as the short duration of the work or need 
for workforce – so requires. 
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Use of work shift schedules 

7. Regular weekly working hours can also be organised in such a way that they are, 
on average, the aforementioned. This requires a work shift schedule to have been 
prepared in advance for the work concerning the period of time during which the 
weekly regular working hours adjust to the average in question. The length of the 
reference period is 3–6 weeks. 

Application instructions:
Work shift schedules must be planned for full calendar weeks. 
…

9. In period-based work, employees may not be assigned more than five consecutive 
night shifts in the work shift schedule, after which they must be given a continuous 
break of at least 24 hours. In addition to five consecutive night shifts, an employer 
may nevertheless, as an exception, have an employee work no more than two night 
shifts as additional work or overtime, subject to the employee’s separate consent for 
each of those shifts. 

Rest periods 

10. The regular working hours of a 24-hour period are to be organised in such a 
way that, unless there is a justified reason for some other procedure, the working 
hours are uninterrupted apart from a 30-minute meal break. Hour-long meal 
breaks can be agreed locally. If an employee can leave the workplace during the 
meal break, the meal break is not counted as working hours. 
…

Derogations from the working hours regulations 

14. The working hours provisions in this collective agreement do not apply to emp-
loyees outside the Working Hours Act’s scope of application whose working hours 
are not predefined and whose use of their working hours is not monitored and who 
can, therefore, decide on their working hours themselves, when the case pertains to 
work carried out at private residencies which, due to the special characteristics of the 
operations involved is being carried out in circumstances of the kind that the emplo-
yer cannot be considered to be in a position to monitor the arrangements of the time 
spent on it.  
This provision does not apply to remote working covered by the Working Hours Act’s 
scope of application.
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Section 6 a Local agreements on working hours 

3. Flexible working hours

A) The working hours can be adjusted over a period of several work shift schedu-
les. Each work shift schedule must be prepared and made available a week before 
the schedule in question becomes applicable. 

The length of the reference period can usually be agreed to comprise a maximum 
of 6 three-week periods (18 weeks). 

For special reasons, the length of the reference period can be agreed to compri-
se a maximum of 17 three-week periods (51 weeks). Such special reasons can in-
clude varying amounts of work during different seasons or other functional rea-
sons or a reason based on the employee’s own working hour needs, the realisation 
of which requires, pursuant to the shared view of the parties, a longer-than-usual 
reference period. Such special reasons must be mentioned in the working hours 
agreement. 

B) The daily maximum working hours with regard to general and office work can be 
extended to 12 hours as long as the working hours are adjusted to the maximum 
working hours pursuant to the collective agreement during the reference period. 

C) The maximum length of a shift in period-based work can be extended to 15 
hours as long as the working hours are adjusted to the maximum working hours 
pursuant to the collective agreement during the reference period and the daily rest 
is provided in accordance with section 25 of the Working Hours Act. 

In accordance with the Working Hours Act, a reduction of the daily rest to nine hours 
may not be regular. If the rest period has been reduced to less than 11 hours, the 
rest period substituting for the daily rest must be given in connection to the next dai-
ly rest or, if this is not possible due to weighty reasons related to the work’s arrange-
ment, as soon as possible, although in any case within 14 days. A substituting rest 
period must be given as a continuous period and it may not coincide with a standby 
time.

4. Working hours plan of locally agreed longer reference periods

Longer reference periods require the preparation of a working hours plan, which 
must include the key principles applicable to the arrangement of the working 
hours. In such cases, the parties must agree on, for instance, the arrangement of 
shifts according to the work situation, regularly occurring days off, the periods sub-
ject to longer-than-usual working hours and the time of any possible longer period 
of days off. 
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Application instructions: Well-functioning local agreements are able 
to reconcile the workplace’s functional needs and an employee’s wor-
king hours needs. A working hours plan agrees, depending on the par-
ties’ needs, on the principles of arranging the working hours in a broa-
der or more precise manner.

The plan may be changed for a justified reason, but any longer pe-
riods of days off agreed on must be realised during the longer refe-
rence period, unless otherwise agreed..

Section 7 Public holidays 

1. Good Friday, Easter Monday, Midsummer’s Eve, and any New Year’s Day, 
Epiphany, May Day, Ascension Day, Independence Day, Christmas Eve, Christ-
mas Day and Boxing Day which does not fall on a Saturday or Sunday, is an ext-
ra public holiday if it can be given as a day off, accounting for the nature of the 
relevant task. Should the aforementioned days not be days off, the employee 
is given an equivalent whole day off during the same week or the reference pe-
riod, unless otherwise agreed between the employer and employee. 

2. Each of the aforementioned days reduces the regular working hours of the 
week or reference period by an amount equivalent to the average daily hours 
(weekly working hours divided by 5). 

The public holiday reduction of an employee subject to varying wor-
king hours as referred to in chapter 6(6) of the collective agreement is 
calculated on the basis of the previous holiday credit year or the ave-
rage of realised working hours during the last 12 months. If the emp-
loyment relationship has not yet lasted for a full holiday credit year or 
12 months, the public holiday reduction is calculated on the basis of 
the average of realised working hours during the entire duration of the 
employment relationship or a period which is demonstrative of the 
average weekly working hours.

Example: The employee has, during the previous holiday credit year, 
worked for a total of 704 hours during 47 weeks outside their annual 
holidays. 

Public holiday reductions and hours not worked during absences pur-
suant to section 7 of the Annual Holidays Act are considered equal to 
work that has been carried out.
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During the previous holiday credit year, the employee was paid 30 
hours’ worth in public holiday compensation and the hours not wor-
ked due to sick-leave over the course of the holiday credit year total 
18.

The employee’s average weekly working hours are 752 h (704 + 48) / 
47 = 16 h per week. The amount of the public holiday reduction is 16 
h / 5 = 3.2 h (3 hours and 12 minutes) / public holiday. 

The public holiday reduction is granted to employees who are paid a mon-
thly or hourly salary and whose employment relationship lasts for a mini-
mum of two weeks. An employee paid by the hour is paid the normal hour-
ly salary equivalent to the public holiday reduction as compensation for the 
public holiday reduction. 

Application instructions: The provision on fringe benefits dependent 
on the duration of an employment relationship in Chapter 1 section 5 
of the Employment Contracts Act must be accounted for in consecu-
tive fixed-term employment relationships or recurring employment re-
lationships with only short-term intervals. 

 15 Section Standby and emergency compensation 

1. The standby may not cause unreasonable inconvenience to the employee’s 
use of free time. The amount of the standby compensation or the grounds 
for its determination must be made available to the employees in writing at 
the time the standby agreement is made. 

…

The usual amount of the emergency compensation is €18. However, if the 
employee must leave for work immediately after the emergency call, the 
amount of the compensation is €25. If the call to work means that the emp-
loyee’s shift entered in the work shift schedule begins at most an hour ear-
lier, the amount of the emergency compensation is €10.  

 Section 18 Annual holiday 

1.  Annual holiday benefits are determined in accordance with the provisions 
of the Annual Holidays Act and the following regulations. 
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Instead of the calculation of working days (6 per week) pursuant to the Annual Ho-
lidays Act, annual holidays to be earned as of 1 April 2022 will be subject to the cal-
culation of holidays (5 per week), unless earlier validity is decided on employer-spe-
cifically. (Appendix 1)

 21 Section Medical examinations and vaccinations 

1. In the following cases, the employer will not make a deduction from the 
employee’s wages, provided that the check-ups and examinations are con-
ducted in such a way that unnecessary loss of working hours is avoided 
and there has been no possibility to conduct them outside working hours 
and they have been notified of beforehand. 

a) the employee goes to a necessary medical examination for the purposes 
of getting an illness diagnosed or for the determination of a treatment or 
the administration of assistive products (such as glasses) and a related la-
boratory or X-ray examination ordered by a doctor. 

b) a pregnant employee goes to prenatal medical examinations, such as materni-
ty clinic examinations, which monitor the health of the pregnant employee or the 
foetus. 

c) The employee goes to a medical examination required by a new job or 
some other statutory medical examination. In such cases, the employer 
pays the necessary travel costs. 

2. An employee’s visits to medical examinations required by a new job or the 
law are counted as working hours. In such cases, the employer pays the ne-
cessary travel costs. 

3. Employees have the right to get the vaccinations required by their work du-
ring working hours, provided that this is not possible without difficulty during 
some other time.

Section 22 Short-term absence  
 ... 
5. The loss of earnings attributable to attending a meeting of the highest decision-
making bodies of the signatory parties to this collective agreement, a member 
organisation thereof or a federation of unions or a union or representative 
meeting, or a meeting of a board committee/support team, is compensated for to 
the member of such an organ of trust.
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Section 23 Maternity, paternity and parental leave and child-care leave 
…
2. For the duration of the employment relationship, the employee is paid, as of the 
beginning of a maternity leave, actual regular wages for a period of 72 weekdays, 
provided that the employee has been in the employment relationship for at least 
three months. 

Application instructions:
In accordance with the provisions in question, an employee is also entitled to 
maternity pay when they, following a parental leave or child-care leave, take a 
new maternity leave in compliance with the appropriate notification periods. 

…

Section 27 Training and well-being at work

Occupational training and shared training organised by the employer and union 
training are subject to the training agreement between the signatory parties. 

The signatory parties recommend that the need to develop an employee’s personal 
professional skills and well-being at work be reviewed by the employee and their su-
pervisor every year.
…

Section 35 Validity of the agreement

This agreement is valid from 1 April 2020 to 30 April 2022, continuing thereafter 
always for one year at a time, unless it is terminated in writing no later than a 
month before its expiration.

PAY AGREEMENT

Section 1 Wages  
…

3.2.Task-specific increment in work more demanding than basic work: 

The level of an employee’s wages is impacted by how demanding their tas-
ks are. If the employee’s tasks are clearly more demanding and entail more 
responsibility than the basic work of the pay group in question, or if they re-
quire special training or experience, this must be accounted for either as a 
G pay grade higher than the minimum pay grade or as a euro-denominated 
task-specific increment.
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Examples of situations in which a level of pay pursuant to section 
3.2. must at least be applied:

•  The employee has special tasks clearly more demanding than the pay 
group’s basic work. 

•  A task requiring special competence or expertise which is not 
included in the pay group’s basic work.

•  Responsibility for a specific subject area or procurements not 
included within the pay group’s basic work. 

•  Being the contact person of a specific area of responsibility 
when this task is not included in the pay group’s basic work.

 
When the criteria are met, the grounds for the payment of a task-spe-
cific increment are formed according to the same principles in all 
pay groups, compared to how demanding the basic work of each pay 
group normally is.  

Examples of tasks that can be part of one or more pay groups: The 
person in charge of student tutoring, work shift planning or induction.

The role of a person in charge does not refer to conventional par-
ticipation in student tutoring, work shift planning or induction car-
ried out in connection to normal work in the unit. 

Examples of tasks that can be part of one or more pay groups: The 
person in charge of developing work methods or systems, pharma-
cotherapy, terminal care, hygiene.

The list consists of examples and does not include all tasks forming 
a right to a task-specific increment.

•  The employee is in the position of an employee in charge, or respon-
sible for directing other employees, and a position of this kind is not 
included among the pay group’s normal duties (such a team leader). 

•  The employee possesses the special work experience required by a 
task.

•  The employee has, in addition to the pay group’s normal training re-
quirements, a professional degree, specialist qualifications or some 
other specialisation degree or specialisation training required by the 
work.

• Due to the nature of the work, the workplace has applied a level of pay 
higher than the basic work level, and new employees are hired for si-
milar duties

…
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3.3. The applicable task-specific increments and their amounts in euros or ranges of 
variation within different pay groups must be explained to the shop steward and the 
personnel. The accounts in question are given annually on either group, company or 
workplace-level, according to the employer’s discretion. 

4. Personal qualifications increment 

An employee can be paid a euro-denominated personal pay increment for special 
professional skills, working efficiency, work contribution, cooperation skills, profes-
sional expertise or diverse interpersonal skills. The increment may be granted until 
further notice or for a fixed period of time.

The grounds for the payment of a personal qualification increment must be 
explained to the shop steward and the personnel. The accounts in question 
are given annually on either group, company or workplace-level, according to 
the employer’s discretion. The grounds for payment must be made available 
to all employees.

5. Availability increment

A locality-specific or unit-specific availability increment can be paid on the basis of 
the availability of workforce.

6. Quality bonus

An employee or a group of employees can be paid a quality bonus for work of a par-
ticularly high quality based on the quality system applied by the employer or some 
other quality indicator.

 3 Section Service increments 

1. An employee’s basic salary pursuant to the collective agreement will increase in ac-
cordance with the pay scale appended here after 5, 8 and 11 service years entitling the 
employee to a service increment. 

(The amounts of the experience increment steps vary, depending on the G 
pay level and the service increment step, from slightly less than 3% to slight-
ly less than 5%, calculated from the basic salary). 
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Section 4 Trainees, summer employees, young employees, exceptionally simple 
work and messengers 

1. An agreement on a trainee period can be made with a student of the field; the 
pay during such a trainee period is at least 90% of the standard pay grade for the 
task in question.

The agreement on pay with an employee in apprenticeship training can spe-
cify the pay to be 90% of the standard pay grade for the task in question.  
However, the salary of an employee who begins apprenticeship training 
with their current employer may not be reduced in the current job. 

…
4. If an employee’s tasks are, exceptionally, fundamentally simpler or less indepen-
dent than the pay group’s basic tasks, or if the employee lacks the qualifications 
required for the tasks, due to which they are not able to carry out all of the relevant 
duties in full, the minimum pay can be determined as being one G pay grade lower 
than the minimum pay grade of the pay group in question. 

Employers must present the grounds for the use of a pay grade lower than the mi-
nimum pay grade in writing, after the matter has been discussed with the shop 
steward or, in the absence of a shop steward, together with the employees.

5. A messenger’s salary may be at most 5% lower than a salary pursuant to the lo-
west official pay according to the valid G pay scale. 

PAY AGREEMENT’S TRANSITIONAL PROVISIONS 
…

3. If the official salary pursuant to the G pay grade selected for an employee re-
mains lower than the employee’s salary at the moment of transition, the differen-
ce is paid as a transition increment, provided that the excess is not based on the 
demands of the work or personal qualifications or unless it is agreed to be of this 
kind. 

PAY GROUPING OF THE SOCIAL SERVICES SECTOR 

(The principles for placing jobs in pay groups and for the use of minimum pays and 
excesses are given in section 1 (p. x) of the pay agreement.) 

Pay group A (assisting duties): 
Minimum pay grade as of 1 June 2019 G12A 
…
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Pay group B (basic duties):  
Minimum pay grade as of 1 June 2019 G16B in the metropolitan area, G15B in 
the rest of Finland and, as of 1 September 2021, G16B 
…

Example jobs:
health and service personnel: care assistant, home help, school aide, camp 
counsellor
…

Pay group C (professional duties):  
Minimum pay grade as of 1 June 2019 G19C in the metropolitan area, G18C in 
the rest of Finland and, as of 1 September 2021, G19C
…

Pay group D (demanding professional duties): 
Minimum pay grade as of 1 June 2019 G22D
…

Pay group E (specialist duties):  
Minimum pay grade as of 1 June 2019 G24E
…

Pay group F (demanding specialist duties):  
Minimum pay grade as of 1 June 2019 G27F
…

TRAINING AGREEMENT 

Section1 Training work group 

The training work groups between the signatory parties have been established for 
the purposes of implementing the union training referred to in the agreement. The 
work groups are composed of the representatives of the employee organisations 
belonging in the same central organisation and the representatives of the emplo-
yer organisations; each party will appoint a maximum of two persons to a work 
group. 
…
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Section 2 Post-graduate professional education, further vocational training and 
retraining

When the employer provides employees with vocational training or sends emplo-
yees to training events related to their profession, the expenses arising from the 
training and the loss of regular working hours are compensated for. The training is 
deemed equal to working hours as required by the Working Hours Act. 
Whenever possible, training events should be accounted for in the preparation of 
work shift schedules in such a way that a training event would not coincide with an 
employee’s day off, unless otherwise agreed. If the training takes place outside of 
working hours, the time spent is not considered to constitute working hours, but 
employees will be compensated for any direct expenses they incur.
…

 4 Section Trade union training

1. Retention of employment relationship and notification periods 

Employees are provided, without an interruption to the employment relationship, an 
opportunity to take part in training approved by the training work group and lasting 
no longer than a month, provided that the need for training has been jointly noted 
by the employer and the employee seeking to attend the course and that the par-
ticipation can take place without substantial adverse effects on the company. In 
a negative case, the shop steward is notified, no later than 10 prior to the start of 
the course, of the reason why granting the leave would result in substantial adver-
se effects. 

Shop stewards nevertheless have the right to attend, for a duration of at least six 
calendar days out of a year, courses of the right level and related to their coopera-
tion duties.
…

SHOP STEWARD AGREEMENT
…

Section 2 Shop steward
…

Regional or unit-specific shop stewards
 
4. Employees of large or regionally decentralised companies have the right  
to elect shop stewards of the same signatory organisation as referred to in this 
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agreement for the company’s independent regional or operational units. This can 
be done when the number of employees, the nature of the workplace and the ac-
tual shop steward’s opportunities for meeting employees so require. The compa-
ny’s cooperation system may also be taken into account.  

The number and operational areas of shop stewards are agreed on company-spe-
cifically, taking into account the aforementioned points and the operational condi-
tions, such as the principles of time use pursuant to section 7. The agreement is 
made between the company and a signatory organisation or the shop steward aut-
horised by the signatory organisation.

Application instructions (appendix 2) 
 …

Section 7 Exemption from work granted to shop steward and industrial safety 
delegate  
…

Unless there are reasons for some other assessment, the exemption time of a 
shop steward within personnel resourcing is as follows, depending on the number 
of employees represented: 

Number of employees Hours of exemption per three weeks
2–4  2–6 hours
5–25  3–7 hours
26–50  7–11 hours
51–100 11–15 hours
101–200 14–20 hours
201–300 18–28 hours
301–800 26–52 hours
800–  entirely exempt from work
…

2. An employer must exempt an industrial safety delegate of their regular tasks for 
the purpose of carrying out the duties of an industrial safety delegate for such a rea-
sonable amount of time which the industrial safety delegate needs to carry out said 
duties, unless a valid reason temporarily prevents such exemption. 

A determination of the time for which an industrial safety delegate must be exempt-
ed from their work must account for the number of the employees they represent, 
the workplace’s geographic extent, the number of the workplaces involved and 
the nature of the work carried out in them, factors impacting the amount of the in-
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dustrial safety delegate’s duties attributable to the organisation of work as well as 
other risk, hazard and workload factors referred to in the Occupational Safety and 
Health Act impacting employees’ safety and their physical and mental health

Section 8 Loss of earnings and compensation
…

Shop steward compensation

4. A shop steward is paid a shop steward compensation on the basis of the num-
ber of the workplace’s employees represented and falling under the scope of the 
collective agreement:  

Number of employees represented  € per month, 1 August 2020
2–4  24
5–25  47
26–50  54
51–100  65
101–200  79
201–300  119
301–  140

Chief shop steward compensation

5. The compensation of a chief shop steward elected in a large or regionally de-
centralised company is €100 (as of 1 August 2020), unless the shop steward com-
pensation based on the number of employees represented by the shop steward is 
higher. 
…

Compensation of industrial safety delegate

7. An industrial safety delegate is paid compensation for carrying out industrial sa-
fety tasks pursuant to the regular number of the workplace’s employees as follows: 

Number of employees represented   € per month, 1 August 2020

20–29   25
30–100   40
101–200   55
201–300   72
301–  89
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PROTOCOL ON THE APPLICATION OF THE COLLECTIVE AGREEMENT FOR 
THE PRIVATE SOCIAL SERVICES SECTOR TO THE PERSONAL ASSISTANTS OF 
DISABLED PERSONS  
…

Wages

The work of personal assistants is subject to the pay agreement and pay grouping 
of the social services sector. The work of a personal assistant falls primarily under 
pay group A, B or C, depending on the competence, training and independence requi-
red by the job. 
…

Change or cancellation of a shift
If a shift entered in the work shift schedule cannot be realised due to an unfore-
seen reason (such as the customer postponing or cancelling the planned shift), the 
employer should aim to agree on the change to the work shift schedule with the 
assistant, in accordance with section 6(8) of the collective agreement.

If the change or cancellation of the shift occurs on the basis of the employer’s or-
der, the assistant is entitled to receive their basic salary for at least the hours pur-
suant to the planned work shift schedule. Hourly increments (evening, night, Satur-
day and Sunday increments) are paid according to the times of the hours worked.

Application instructions: The employer and employee will aim to 
agree on a new time for a cancelled shift. The employer must apply 
its ultimate authority in terms of the time, offering various alterna-
tives. An employee may remain without pay due to an unforeseen 
change in shifts in the event that the employee turns down all new ti-
mes possible and suitable from the employer’s point of view. 

If the shift is cancelled by the employer, the new shift offered in lieu 
of the cancelled one must be given at the same time the cancellati-
on is made. The effected change must concern the same work shift 
schedule from which the original shift is cancelled. If a new shift can-
not be offered in lieu of the cancelled one, the cancelled shift is subje-
ct to pay in accordance with the protocol.
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5. Collective agreement’s scope of application and early 
childhood education

The parties to the collective agreement note that the collective agreement for the 
private social services sector has, throughout its existence, been applied to private 
day care centres in addition to other social services. The transition of early child-
hood education from the administrative sector of the Ministry of Social Affairs and 
Health to the administrative sector of the Ministry of Education and Culture as of 1 
January 2013 does not entail changes to the scope of application of the social ser-
vices sector’s collective agreement; rather, the collective agreement will continue 
to applicable to private day care centres, too.

6. Working parties

1.Renewal of the guide on healthy and productive working hours (“Terveet ja tu-
lokselliset työajat”) 

2. The pay review working party, statistics working party and pay agreement re-
form working party will continue their work as agreed in the protocol of sig-
nature dated 5 March 2018. 

3. The parties will establish a working party to investigate the possibilities for 
promoting mental and physical occupational safety for the purpose of main-
taining employees’ well-being at work and capacity for work, prolonging ca-
reers and reducing sickness absences. The time use of industrial safety de-
legates as well as the role and functionality of the sector’s industrial safety 
organisation will be investigated at the same time. 

7. Principle of continuous negotiation

The parties comply with the principles of continuous negotiation in their mutual 
relations. 

 
Helsinki, 23 June 2020 

Finnish Association of Private Care Providers
Sosiaali- ja terveysalan neuvottelujärjestö Sote ry
Trade Union for the Public and Welfare Sectors JHL 
Union of Professional Social Workers Talentia 
Sosiaalipalvelualan allianssi Salli ry 
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EMPLOYMENT CONTRACT FORM as of 31 August 2020 PRIVATE SOCIAL SERVICES SECTOR 

1. PARTIES TO THE    
EMPLOYMENT
RELATIONSHIP

Employer Domicile or registered 
office 

Employee Personal identity code 

The aforementioned employee undertakes to perform, against remuneration, work to the aforementioned 
employer under the employer’s management and supervision and the following terms and conditions: 

2. VALIDITY OF
EMPLOYMENT
CONTRACT

Start date of employment relationship 
The employment contract is valid 

until further notice for a fixed period of time until 

until the following specified assignment has been carried out: 

Grounds for fixed-term employment relationship: 

3. TRIAL PERIOD A trial period is complied with as of the start date of the    employment relationship (a maximum of 6 
months, but nevertheless at most a half of a fixed-term employment relationship that is less than 12 months long).

4. WORKING HOURS  General working hours (sections 
6(1) and 7 of the collective agreement) 

 Period-based working hours 
(section 6(4) and 7 of the collective 
agreement) 

115 hours per three weeks 
or 230 hours per six weeks 

8 hours per day and 38 hours 
20 minutes a week/ 
115 hours per three weeks or 
230 hours per six weeks 

 Other: Other: 

 Office working hours (section 6(2) 
and 7 of the collective agreement)

 7 hours 40 minutes per day and 
37.5 hours a week 112 hours 
30 minutes per three weeks or 
225 hours per six weeks 
 7 hours 15 minutes per day and 
36 hours 15 minutes per week  
Other:   

 The work may include evening and weekend work        The work may include night work 
 Miscellaneous:   

The length of the meal break is  minutes. It is  included   not included in the working hours. 
5. TASKS The employee’s tasks at the beginning of the employment relationship/when entering into the employment 

contract  

6. WAGES Time providing entitlement to service increment at the beginning of the employment relationship/when 
entering into the employment contract:       v       month(s) 
At the beginning of the employment relationship/when entering into the employment contract, the 
employee’s wages are determined as follows: 
(Pay group, pay grade, other):   

Pay period:   Amount of pay, including fixed increments: (€ /month/hour)   
The final salary will be paid 

 at the end of the employment 
relationship 

 no later than within two weeks of the end of the employment 
relationship 

7. WORKPLACE (Fixed workplace/workplaces or a particular area/areas): 

8. GOVERNING
COLLECTIVE
AGREEMENT

The employment relationship is mutually subject to, in terms of pay and other terms of employment, valid 
legislation, appropriately provided internal instructions and rules, as well as the Collective Agreement for 
the Private Social Services Sector. 

9. OTHER TERMS
AND CONDITIONS

10. DATE AND
SIGNATURE

Two identical copies of this agreement have been prepared, one for each contracting party. 
Place Date 
Employer’s signature Employee’s signature 
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